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ed today as it was

uries ago. Its manifesta-

d, and from these, modern

f electricity which satisfac-

he electron theory, that

efore, that a study of radio

on of the fundamental

ter.

n found that when

ossess a property of attrac-

er of the materials used.

or electrical energy, and is

owing differences in behavior.

te manner, it is said to be

site manner, it is said to

ary expression of behavior

y electrified, charged, or

id to be neutral, that is,

nd therefore neutralize

is found that it acquires

es. This force of attraction

of paper or deflect a sus-

as illustrated in Fig.

od, the ball will acquire a

ing some negative particles

y leaves it in an excessively
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en bodies that is called

of these lines is fairly con-

manifestation of electricity.

s anything that has

tter is believed to be

de up of one or more of the

s of which the molecule is

e, may be imagined as

ndividual bodies called

antities of positive and

s, respectively. The physical

definitely known, particu-

been calculated to have a

he electron to have a mass

rticles have a definite

the electrostatic field. This

nits called electrostatic units

mb, therefore, is an expres-

ectric lines of force pres-

ectron both possess an

0 electrostatic lines or

at the maws of an electron is an

most entirely the proton. This con-

hydrogen atom, which incidentally is

ains one proton and one electron. In

ially equal to the mass of the hydrogen

s as much as an electron.

th a sun and planets and empty

eater dimensions than the imaginary

e greater part of a molecule, and in turn

em to us to be solid, gaseous, or liquid.

p the atom we might conceive of the

ar protons. It thus seems logical and

the weight of a body is dependent upon

ivity in or outside of the atom is depend-

nucleus.

that they are arranged in successive

it in either ellipses or circles. It is now

ical properties of the atom depend almost

per and silver, for example, are classified

ue to the fact that the orbital arrange-

such that the electrons in the outer orbit

bital electrons of other materials. The

atom are called nuclear electrons, and

.

havior

his

ever,

hich

by

cles

een

ely

to

as

re

ravel

cle
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nly used to express the

, for example, the potential

ntial energy to a point in the

tential of any point

be defined as the amount

of matter from the earth

to raise it to a greater

ntial energy required is

a point at the limit of the

rds, to an infinite distance,

at its maximum.

oundary of an electric field has an

his absolute potential of any point in a

equired to bring unit mass, if the field is

arly the absolute electrical potential

bring a unit-positive charge from an infinite

ositive or negative charge, the potential

egative, since work must be performed by

erefore, the potential energy of the

sed when it is moved closer to the charge

ows when an electrical potential

circuit. Hence, if two oppositely charged

nt will

from the

ential.

g. 1-3 are

s will pass

tively

nd of the

e lines until

bodies is between two oppositely

e drops to charged bodies.

o points may be defined as the

ve charge from one point to another.

er work is being done by moving

ential must exist between the two charged

al must exist wherever there is an electric

r there are differences of potential.

t a point near a charged

g.

certain number of

lectricity. To obtain the

pi at a certain distance d\

a distance rf2 from the

eld at the point p^ may be

s.
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an electron are positively

because of material tem-

d. This is due to the effect

oms which hold them in

at the free electrons

ms, but in the same material

d to be almost universally

nes, another electron becomes

e electrons actually

metal and radiate energy

free electrons that take

es called conduction electrons.

n of an electric-current

s, is based upon the theory

an electric current may

n, or electrons. This may

actually flowing in a wire

on electrons are actually

s do not actually flow

ess they are forced to do so

they are not considered

ew. However, as soon

to a battery or generator

nues around the entire

the polarity of the battery

ential is applied.

ntial is applied to two

ircuit, the electrons move

rminals of the battery or

ntrary to the earlier

sitive terminal through

nal. This latter conception

conform to the conventional

he positive to the

his merely expresses the

is, nevertheless, true

ection, that is, from the

ugh the metallic conductor

ent flow in a metallic

ectron drift toward the

of the battery or generator.

ot move at a high rate

n the potential is applied.

lec-

ng

tual

millions

cule

s

nd

t

re.

of a

rons

ough the

hed
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xpressed in units called

difference of potential or

of a battery or generator is

s conductor completed through the

e terminals T\ and 7'2. When the genera-

es place (to be explained in Chap. 17),

ls T\ and 7'2. This establishes a difference

he generator positive (+) and the

he entire circuit forms a continuous

r winding, the force exerted by the

in the copper-wire conductor to be

ated in the diagram. The electrons

ction of the positive terminal are said to

e of a higher potential. The reason

the fact that electrons in the generator

in which the generator is in motion.

ustration in Fig. 1-5, where E again

cement of electrons in the generator

nto the conducting wire at the negative

ing in the direction of the arrow into

n the wire beyond them. Hence there

ough the entire wire by virtue of these

lacement of electrons in the generator

e electrons in the conductor to move

at is generally known as an electric

of electrons must pass

me so long as the current

ed if one imagines a

ceiving a steady series

entire pipe circuit to move.

same at every section of the

n at which the pushes are

me
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Materials.— When

meets depends directly

eneral conditions, such as

ence of potential is

hrough the circuit, and

to the flow is proportional

pends upon the character

ws, its length, diameter, and

ng less free or conduction

uctors or resistances. Hence

than copper or silver are

ive flow of electrons will

he current through any

refore, have a certain

epends upon their atomic

sive current flow or otherwise, some of

be greatly increased. This may result

the atoms, consequently reducing the

tor. It is true, whatever the cause, that

han cool wires, depending upon the

al.

tain alloys when placed in an atmos-

e is practically unimpeded. That is to

n in heatless bodies is reduced to zero,

gressively moving electrons when an

ero temperature, commonly known

460 degrees below zero on the Fahren-

entigrade scale. Hence it may readily

an ever present molecular agitation

or resistance to the flow of free electrons.

temperature. In other words, the

ets hot. Therefore, the hot resistance of

On the other hand, the resistance of a

uding metallized carbon, increases with

a tungsten filament is alxjut twelve

us German silver, does not vary

f

ted.
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equal to tlic e.m.f. applied

circuit.

ance of 55 ohms is connected across a

hrough the lamp?

or decreases directly with the increase

nce in the circuit is assumed to be con-

will increase as the resistance is

increased.

ary directly with the e.m.f., and

ge is increased to 220 volts, how many

ntain a certain current

nown is equal to the product

ied to a circuit to cause 5 amp. to

and resistance values. For example,

gh the same resistance, a greater amount

if the same current is to be passed through

must be applied.

ed to be inserted in any

a known pressure: the resist-

a

urrent,

o

e

he

ply

or

e applica-

eR

acing

t*

ound

it,

nknown

;
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series circuit in which

ies circuit because the

more, this current is the

placed at any point

s a device for measuring

ts

h

n- /resistance

0' 1~7-~veuttmp'c 8eri<"'

ut

e readily seen if the three'

.

rce, that is, batteries,

he source, that is, the

amount of resistance,

m, each will have an IR

herefore the IR drop

that in the line is called the

nts an expenditure of

rcuit will be the sum

viously, the difference of

the total e.m.f. expended.

ply a higher voltage than is

voltage is referred to as

being delivered to the

ver current is being forced

certain voltage drop

amount, of course, being

having a high internal

ow in the external circuit,

ternal expenditure of voltage

herefore, no voltage will be

than one resistance

he same amount of current

otal e.m.f. will be the sum
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ound in a like manner to be

ed in parallel. The total current flowing

ombined current, in then found by adding

t flowing through any parallel com-

m's law to each branch and then adding

st example.

at the total current 7 is greater than

anch provided the impressed e.m.f. is

istance of any parallel combination

ranches.

nd 30 ohms are connected in parallel,

the smallest resistance. The effective

d by the formula

es in parallel, it becomes

circuit comprises a

re 1-9 illustrates three

hm's law must be applied

complicated circuits

to reduce each parallel

e and to reduce each series

g it with the remainder of

e drop and current flow

r-

imply

x,
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readily be seen that the resistances

5 and 17.5 volts, respectively. In other

m 5f> volts leave a balance voltage of 14

oltage drops across each resistance must

olts.

nation. In this type of circuit the

irst be reduced to its effective resistance

e the effective resistance of Rj and Us is

esistance may then he obtained by adding

is a total resistance of 151:J ohms. The

ned by Ohm's law / = E/R = 92/15J.J

e across E\ = IR\ = 0 X 12 = 72

e, E^ + E, = 72 + 20 = 92

ss RI and Rs is the same. This

e it is assumed that the connecting wires

nations, therefore, it is a simple matter

ranch by the ratio / = E/R.

on.

flow by this ratio through R, is

s / - E/R = 2?io = 2 amp.,

el combination.

btain this unknown values of any

allel combination in which the applied

e of the parallel resistances, R>, is

proceed as follows:

een

he

may

t-
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ament resistances

it is the same at any portion

be correct. Hence the

gain obtained by the ratio

lied to a network con-

ent divides itself between

istance they offer to its

another branch is called

s.

espectively, and / is the

t is desired to design a shunt S

0 to 25 amp. What should the resistance

is 1 ohm? The circuit is shown in Fig.

*

ugh

assed

e

hown

ter

nt
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up the currents at a

efore each current flowing

n before each current

f's (first) current law,

nto the junction B is equal

rom the junction, in other

at any point in the circuit.

must be zero. Therefore,

0, or applying Rule Ic,

nd

osed path in a direcl-

.fs. acting in that path is equal

t path.

sed: The algebraic

y closed path in a circuit is

nt that the difference

ndent of the path traced

ive test charge) and is

of potential between all

erified experimentally.

ltage law is seen in Fig. 1-17.

red across the resistance A and the

hese two voltages must be numerically

2a, E\ + E« — E; and applying

E - I(RA + RB) = 0. In

of potential to exist across A and B, and

ed) by the sum of the two resistances.

n E = I X (RA + RH) which is equiv-

's (second) voltage law. In this

e circuit is E — E\ + Et, illustrating

h other and one opposing the two.

the direction of force on the electrons.)

ic sum

olu-

SAf

e of problem is exactly the same as in

shunt resistance around tube 4 must be

t that the other tubes require 0.3 amp.

uld cause it to burn out, the shunt

the maximum value of 0.3 and 0.26, the

is difference, or 0.04 amp., must mean

uld then allow only 0.26 amp. to pass

lament circuit is (3 X 6.3) + 2 = 20.9

must be reduced by 99.1 volts.

value of the dropping resistor

6.3/0.3 = 21 ohms each.

d K = E/I = 2/0.26 = 7.7 ohms

w as follows:

with R, is calculated

uit

es

anch

of the

s

nt

f the

hms,
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m is that illustrated in Fig. 1-23.

urrent flow from the supply source and

esister. It is apparent that the voltage

ulated until the current flow through that

refore, advisable to leave this oper-

own to its simplest equivalent and the

em follows:

e left, we see that the resistances

the points AB and, therefore, are in

% to Ru. The first step will be to reduce

gle equivalent value. It is important

n in a particular arm to its equivalent

parallel to ftu. Therefore, adding Ru

get 15 ohms. The parallel combination

ms. This combination is in series

sistance of the right arm from A to

m A to B, we get R2 and R> in

series, or 16 ohms, #7 and Rs in series, or

an effective value of the combination

ce the effective value of R7, Rs, and Ra

of this branch will be 16 ohms. The

he combination Re to Rt resolves itself

he combination Rt, R3 is in series with

total effective value of 48 ohms between

ght arm has an effective value of 96

ce of the two arms from A to

mple equivalent illustrated in Fig.

termine the voltage developed across

ng the current flow through each of the

ranches in parallel is equal, we find

= H amp. Therefore, if

resistance

es is
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ed or when force over-

oing work or the rate at

he circuit.

f 7 amp. flowing for a

otential of E volts, the

e circuit would then be a

ressed in amperes. From

asured by the product

usually expressed in

ially made up of 10s

These small units are not

ow certain fundamental

the ampere is also

we say 1 amp., j/fo of an

y expended in heat is

s (17)

,

n heat in an electrical

called the power

wer units, called watts.

1 amp. to flow through a

he circuit will be 1 watt;

generally referred to as so

watt acting for 1 sec. is

ng for 1 hr. (3,600 sec.),

since (19)

al, and consequently

enient.
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al amount of power or

bled so that RL = 2 ohms,

therefore, will be

ce

red with RG, for example

- = -— = 2 amp.

esistances will be

g Ra will be

circuit, only 2 watts

wasted in heat in the

clearly illustrated if we

esistance value. Under

oad points (the short-

equently all of the power

ding itself.

two dissimilar sub-

solutions, a difference of

. Of these substances,

d in a solution of sulphuric

y used primary cells, while

ution of sulphuric acid, or a

tion, constitute the two

ry to provide two elec-

an the other, in consequence

hur and

e and

nce of

uit is

ich

wire,

the

s

per

on

nd

cell.

bine

nt

ry cell.

ial

d mak-
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coll is essentially due to the same

ell. Plante developed the first commer-

1860. To this day the lead-acid storage

ped in those early days, except, of course,

plates and containers. The positive

h lead dioxide, and the negative plate

is a diluted solution of sulphuric acid.

is cell so a current can flow, the

urface of the positive plate (lead dioxide,

s, H+, liberated in the electrolyte,

lead monoxide which later reacts with

positive plate therefore becomes

gresses.

(804)" combine with the atoms of the

the surface of the plate. Negative

the sponge-lead plate to form lead sul-

n the plate, and it acquires a negative

phate on the surfaces of both plates

combining of the atoms of the active

by the electrolyte, and the internal

ation continues, the internal resistance

ad sulphate, unlike zinc sulphate, is

rection opposite to the discharge

y be reversed, that is, the lead sulphate

ed and its constituent ions forced back to

ctive materials of the plates. When all

e elements restored to their original state,

course, that the charging voltage must

of the cell; otherwise, the cell will con-

must be maintained at this greater value

d.

is very different from

mplex, but essentially the

wing to one plate being at a

this action will be

Cell (see Sec. 18.23).

w in a metallic conduc-

ive terminal of the conductor,

and agreed that the

e a positive flow, that is, a

pointed out in Sec. 1.5

ill referred to as the

onventional flow, the actual

in the most commonly

conductor. When the path

um tubes, the electrons

toward the positive plate or
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fference between the

cuit is closed, the value of

lost in overcoming the

he current to flow through it.

tion increases its internal

onately. A voltage drop

ates sulphate and the internal

e reading is of little

a cell. This electrical condi-

stance of the cell and must be

ith a change in the internal

current flows through the

hen taken with the cell

ed in ampere-hours,

umber of hours a cell will

tage specified by the manu-

indicated on the name

age cell is proportional

ment of the active material,

olyte, the temperature

rate of discharge. It is

acity of a cell is very largely

ver much current, they

ourse, every electric cell

ated in this way if desired.

portant, after the number

e cells be supplied, as the

ing on a shelf on open circuit,

on open circuit. It may be

nds, in addition to the

other factors being

nly on the character of the

se in voltage over that

ng together the e.m.fs. of

cells in series and is graphi-

that is, to increase the

he area affected by the

able in only a limited
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ultaneously with EI and E«,

ical resistance of the

flowing to one terminal

tance of the electrolyte

also includes the resistance

h is an extremely variable

ases on the surface of the

by a counter e.m.f. set up

thode material. In a lead-

caused by sulphation, which

y with the area and spacing

lyte, as the cross section and

egulated. It is obviously

ctrolyte, as the character of

also evident that the

the porosity of the active

er internal resistance of a

and the consequent lower

s with the temperature of

uctors is affected by

rnal resistance of a cell R* acts sim-

it will introduce a voltage drop or fall

e of potential or voltage across any

Ri, where Ea = zero-current voltage,

g an actual loss of voltage, and it

terminal voltage of a cell. For example,

oad condition 1 is 2.5 volts with a current

nt of 3 amp. flows around the circuit

, and the terminal voltage falls to 2.1

mputed from Eq. (23) as follows:

viously Ei,,. = //?,• = 3 X 0.4 = 1.2

al resistance of a cell may be readily

mentals are clearly understood.

ms.—Figure 1-29 illustrates a type of

's laws. It is the object of this explana-

e accurately solved by simple arithmetic

erminal voltage. This is accom-

the battery voltages, and add the

ate

nches.

ough

ous

t

n the

he
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of the permanent magnets

f a drum, and it takes

udly. Great care must be

obvious reasons, will make

ature of the radio head-

wire, usually No. 40 B. and

eiver

uit

uction and connection of receiver and

at number of turns in a

by the electromagnets in

turns on the coil and the

he large number of turns

ng produced, even though

makes the headphones

se it is necessary to wind on

s graded according to the

e for headphones used in

000 ohms per pair. Such

e of

y over

g-

nt mag-

is

d

gm

ency

phragnk

^,

et, n«^*

x~»

gh it t

im^-s

t

be of

he

n-

ne

net a.nd

erses,

released

J

other

and
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e microphone varies in

vibrations (waves) impinged

the diaphragm in turn set

g to the varying resistance

correspondingly varied e.m.f.

on coil to which the receiver

ver in the same way. The

corresponds to the dia-

r wave caused by the speech

This electric wave is again

ction of the telephone

ephone receiver and

ircuit in which a battery

e line at a central station

uit at the central station

s in the field of physics

tudy the behavior of

sic principles of magne-

ver electricity flows. A clear

had only if magnetism and

menon which underlies the

o apparatus.

me magnet was first

he peculiar property of

t was found that, if a

a string, it possessed the

ite direction, very nearly

one, or leading stone, because

age, this material is

netite. The magnetic proper-

at two or more points on the

orce is evident. It is called a

netic in its natural state and

sses the remarkable property

vigation.

ical apparatus and

must be made magnetic

a magnet is referred to,

on its

s, a

g force

a long

ally it

re

ece of

t it

material.

mag-

com-

s, and

This

ron or

o flow.

fully-
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h poles or two south poles

repel one another. On the

y are placed in the same

the combining effect of

e, and (b) like, poles of a magnet.

ets is varied, the effect

e:

repel one another.

es inversely as the square of

al to the product of their strengths.

assumes that each pole

l purposes, however,

close to one another and

areas.

netic bodies possess

the two most important

et.

rangement of a horse-

angement of the bar mag-

bar may be placed across

4(6).

red, the magnetic

tic path by arranging it into
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ended may be called effective

the surrounding space,

d. The flux which is lost and

gh magnetic leakage. Mag-

onditions and undesirable

etism has been studied

yet been evolved to explain

a mass of disconnected

to the evolution of a theory

are, are primarily due to

Curie of radium fame.

nd radium should be so

ecognizes the relationship of

the atom, in addition to

ains a third component part

off in the form of radiation

ergy which is now thought

ef has grown out of the

s magnetic phenomena to the

netic substances.

ms to he the most acceptable of all

s on the existence of magnetons, which in

valent to the electron in electrical

ntains electrons so does it contain

g on the material. These magnetons are,

h

g-

c-

Fia. 1-37.—Polar arrangement of

atoms in n molecule. (a) Unmag-

e netizt>d material; (6) magnetized

f

agnetic forces within all the molecules

37(6)].

ims an extra or intrinsic field in addi-

at to this molecular field must be

tic nor electrostatic, whose nature is

ay prove to be that component of the

n.

r, the lines of force

as they pass through the

tlined.

dimen-

ore room

idered

nd

SM

net is placed in hot or boiling

although it will be partly

g a magnet increases its

s by no means permanent.

d—when it is being made—•

ble and unstable magnetism.

efore the magnet is put to

reases with the age of the

ct the magnet might make

ese factors tend to weaken

becomes dissipated below a

gnetized. Remagnctization

s sometimes necessary to

necessary to remagnetize

ceivers, especially the lower

s of force from a perma-

a meter or rotating machine

tween the poles of a

hown in Fig. 1-38(a). A con-

of a magnet, (a) Normal field; (fc) con-

e. (Courtesy of Weston Electrical Instrument

that the field will be confined

niform field maintained

concentration may be

es of the magnet resulting

osition of the lines of force

kes of a wheel. With this

windings at a uniform angle

of the field on the wind-

ng results are obtained

a material after the magnetizing

ing

ent

e bar

s of an

e noted

reased

ration.

e

upon

SM

ffect on the rod may be

position of the elec-

tion of a potential may be

ve charges with their

e negative forces about the

otons being equal, there will

e. Even the movements of

duce no exterior effects on

e relative to each other in all

tly their average vector

d to the conductor, the

ed in a certain direction,

m.f. This results in a

ed electric fields will result.

and is the theoretical basis

ry.

nd a conductor carrying current. It

ward a point of high potential ( + ) and

n a given direction. It is important to

erior magnetic field is entirely dependent

n of the electrons in the conductor. For

conductor away from the observer, the

irection, and, if the electrons are moving

e. This condition is illustrated in Fig.

y using the left hand as a rule. The

ctrons arc flowing (toward the positive

see

ut

to

ation of

tion).

ctrons

, in the

eon-

f

Each

since

ior

SM

uctors, on the other

tic forces will oppose or

n the complete cancellation

ds, as shown in Fig. 1-45(6).

6) opposing fields in adjacent conductors.

ductor may be greatly

enoid, thereby causing the

combine with the adjacent

is similar to that of an

all concentrate in the center

magnetic poles. The strength

atly increased by inserting

of a magnetic field

ates an easy way to

magnetic field around a

rent) flow is known. The

inting in the direction of

the direction taken by

nd the conductor.

flows from negative to positive.

and rule.
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nductor.—A current

t through a magnetic field.

n. A permanent magnet is placed so

pole faces. A sensitive zero-center

conductor to indicate the e.m.f. induced.

le in the position A, shown by the

north pole, a deflection will be noted on

us say for the sake of illustration,

ue of e.m.f., as shown by the meter, will

t and maximum as the conductor passes

ction of an e.m.f. by a field cutting a conductor.

minimum at position B which is the

eld coming out of the north pole and enters

conductor is reversed as the con-

ass the south pole, the induced e.m.f.

he galvanometer which will swing over

lue of induced e.m.f. will follow the

aximum and back to zero again as it

when passing the north pole, the only

d e.m.f.

n C to position A, currents will he

the same order to what they were when

e explained. The galvanometer would

d the positive and then toward the nega-

ole and then the north pole.

ont of the magnet, the deflection on

the conductor is moved quickly through

er will increase.

y utilizing a winding around the

deflection on the meter will be greatly

be proportional to the increase in the

ould be to utilize more than one turn

eflection on the meter that one turn

pparent, then, that the more turns

certain fundamental

y the dynamo-electrical
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he gilbert, and 1 gilbert is

s the current flowing in the

hich opposes the creation

sistance" of the magnetic

rcuit which the magnetic

ce is the script letter (R,

ctance is the oersted which is

material has a reluctance

erates in it a flux of one line

e number of turns and

nce, which may be expressed

ubic inch. If the c.g.s.

e reluctivity of all materials

d their alloys, is 1 oersted.

3 rel is used as the specific

The symbol for reluctivity

with the area, and directly

netic circuit the reluctance

els, / is the length of the

d A is the area or cross section

. If v is in oersteds, I and A

d A must be in inches.

hough all material is

to refer to all matter includ-

loys, as non-magnetic.

magnetic materials.

uits is summarized as

(R = reluctance in oersteds.

SM

square centimeter (or B,

ic-circuit calculations is

essed in gilberts per

density. The symbol for

ampere-turns.

be drawn showing the

for a specific unit of material.

of these curves for various

1-50. A typical curve for

rade audio transformers, is

ctical units, H is usually

ts, the answer in ampere-

3C curves are very useful in

gned having an electrical sheet-steel

t is necessary to produce a flux of 60,(XX)

path is 28 cm. How many ampere-

es

cal sheet steel, it is found that to mag-

ogausses requires 22 gilberts per centi-

ultiplied by 28, giving 616 gilberts

turns required.

SM

netizing current is reduced,

ized. The flux density in the

until point c is reached

oted that the flux density

matter of fact, a consider-

nence, is still present in the

esidual magnetism,

As the cycle continues, a

egative m.m.f. must be

power, which is necessary

e coercive force and is a

nd may be figured and

o a negative value

x density will increase to

If the m.m.f. is now

rom point e to point / as

now applied in a positive

the opposite direction, from

int e. The hysteresis loop

rgy lost through hysteresis

op and manifests itself as

nd,

from

the

s

he

ation

on

or this

ve. It

sition;

ole

ng the

elow

nductor.

ain

d.

it produces

-current source is called the

m.f. is induced is called

voltage developed across

sed across the primary wind-

st be more than those in the

ep-up transformer. If, on

er voltage across the second-

the number of turns in

se in the primary. This is

h or vice versa is entirely

indings and not upon the

rves to complete the

ween the two windings so

(power) from one circuit to

do not interlink are

the greater will be the

ncy. Other losses also

ormers, namely, core

in the core material

ecules when an alternating

versals introduce a power

and takes away from the

nto another. These losses

the use of special

oy, in which the molecular

eat. The losses may further

ensions of core material to

s are illustrated by the

the core material by

hemselves as a heat or

e minimized by construct-

material and by insulating

covering each piece with an

proper size of wire to

ditions without overheating.

winding of a power

urrent line, the value of the

ected by the value of the

y winding is operating

Un-

or all values of load,

t follows that the flux

er e.m.f. must remain con-

awn from the secondary

al flux, and therefore, the

add the same number of

eing subtracted by the

directly to the relation

number of turns, since the

agnetizing current, must

und the primary winding

e same is true around

espective windings do

ey cannot neutralize each

nt of reactance in both

ffect is the same as if two

series with the primary and

s does tend to reduce the

perative to maintain the

tant potential at variable

n.

esents lines of force which

s, it is merely necessary to

ure a maximum degree of

be obtained by arranging

ated in Fig. 2-3(6). Figure

windings which results in

ulation.

e desired, the close

exciting winding necessitates

wn. This is generally

en turns through a sec-

s or "pies," as illustrated in

sulated from the adjacent

ndividual pies are wrapped

wrapping. All the pies are

d turn ratio between the

n an ideal transformer

mary and secondary circuits

dings, namely,

s that the transformer may be

uts by merely obtaining the correct

e of the wire has no bearing upon the

up the voltage between the two wind-

0,000 volts, the turns ratio must be

turns in the secondary winding to every

ondary should require thousands of

e no difference, in so far as ratio is

exceptionally fine No. 40 B. and S. gage

s upon the turns ratio and not the size

power in the secondary circuit,

per turns ratio and the proper size of wire

n the circuit. If the wire is too small

p results in the winding which causes

e, if the current is increased much

e, the winding will burn out owing to the

red, that, even though the transformer

uch heat in the windings lowers the effi-

e current Ip drawn by

as the impedance Zp of the

e Zp varies directly with

mer designed, let us say, for

of 210 ohms when unloaded.

p. At 120 cycles the

o 420 ohms. The current

o the primary winding.

ed to a 25-cycle line.

wing to the lower frequency,

he primary impedance

.0 amp. Under these

at and might possibly

ad.

e harmed if it is used

designed, whereas it will

ess an overload tolerance is

ered by the secondary

mpressed across the primary.

scussed further in the

hrough a conductor, the

isualized as an expanding or

e apparent maximum

reby

or varies.

mpre-

g-

ow

s field

n core.

her

ariation of the current flow; remembering that,

around the wire correspondingly varies

e following facts: When a magnetic

nductors cut by it. It is immaterial whether

, or whether they constitute the circuit

e magnetizing current is flcwing.

through the coil is called the applied

ed by

.m.f.;

s

y, a

a

witch Fio. 2-4.—A simple elertrioiil

the circuit to illustrate the effects of

s open, induction.

stance, and when the switch is closed,

stance is then short-circuited.

these situations there will be a mag-

n the switch is open, the magnetic

e coil. When the switch is closed, there-

ensity. In other words, the field has

mum density when the switch is closed

m when the switch is opened.

ould constantly be opened and closed,

anding and contracting at a definite rate,

cuit is opened and closed. What effect

his is one of the most important prin-

cuits in which the current is changing or

tor, due to an applied or impressed

r is expanding and becoming denser.

sisting of magnetic lines of force, is cut

uced. This causes a second current to

e direction to that of the applied or

of field expansion, the coil or wire

d thus prevents the current in the circuit

of the field by the conductor has been

on of a second only, but the significance

s made and broken at a great rate of

nding field have been noted. When

sing, the process is reversed; the field as

s cutting is now in the opposite direction,

h is now in the same direction as the

to prolong the duration of current. The

e circuit is closed) is never greater than

ould not rise in value. Its value at break

imited by any such condition, and, there-

at that instant may be very great.

urrent represents a certain amount

For example, it may be said that the

rrent in the circuit when the e.m.f. was

was

nnot

e

ctricaJ

ng

tion,

s mass.

on-

ed an

he

r,

will be its

e greater

y be

e so

tion

n a momentary expansion of the

ment in the space surrounding the coil.

thin this area, the free electrons within

netic forces about the coils and will be

by the wavy arrows. In other words,

rent) will be in an opposite direction to

he current in the coil A is increasing.

he induced current during the period

ses to move, the electrons in the circuit

the current flow will stop. If now the

s moving progressively in circuit A will

he magnetic field. The electrons in

movement of the magnetic field and are

t in which they were displaced when the

cuit A is repeatedly closed and opened,

ent, will be induced in circuit B.

uit B will be opposite to that of the

fect of the electrons in the circuit during

on. Hence, the current flow in the cir-

circuit .4, only during the period in which

rent flow is present in circuit B only

g cut by moving magnetic lines of force.

the magnetic lines of force upon the free

the movement of the field or coil and the

force.

oils A and B in which no e.m.f., and

it B, even though the magnetic field

s is due to the fact that the lines of

tor, and therefore they do not displace

mation on this action see explanation

magnetic relation to coil A, and the

cting due to a varying e.m.f., such as is

n rapid succession. An alternating

e constant displacement of electrons

f a magnetic field around coil B

rons in the circuit.

splaced in one direction and then in

round the coil B will be constantly chang-

he rate of interruption in the inducing

coil B will have an effect upon the

uently, its magnetic field. This results

netic fields upon one another during the

is changing or varying. It is this effect

hich is called mutual induction, and all

s magnetically coupled circuits.

perty of a circuit and is called induc-

the circuit causing this effect is called

uctance may, therefore, mean an

part of the circuit.

between circuits are treated more
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e e.m.f. in the secondary

that which is producing it.

induction in a single circuit

ol from M to L, thus

ply to practical designing

s.

f- or mutual inductance

r respective geometrical

more important ones directly

alculations are expressed

r to convert these values into

in. = 2.54 cm.).

109 cm.

or 106 cm.

3 cm.

nry.

de by 1,000 or multiply

the current flows in two parallel

n which both fields may subtract or add.

meters of the two wires, and M = the

em.

ed in centimeters.

f d/l (see Table HA).

nstead of the number of turns per

hat the spacing between the turns is

actually touch without making electrical

nd coils arc; required, then a correction

te results.

m
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n.,

^h.

ics.

ely

ended

ending

ons

re

f

force

netiz-

uently,

inite

,

th a

changed, so that the

il than in the other coil, the

or the coupling coeffi-

dily be computed by the

henrys.

somewhere between

(loosely coupled), and

y coupled).

r.—When two metal

ulating material, an electric

two plates are connected

hat electric lines of force

ates in the form of an elec-

lectrical energy.

he evidence that a meter

how a progressive movement

Simple circuit to show charging

ter (voltmeter) connected

be noted. This definitely

d been strained and a dif-

connected to the voltmeter,

s (thinner dielectrics).

ulating material.

ic inductive capacity, or

materials is the ability of

produced in them compared

lates separated by an air

ectricity required to charge

or glass plate be inserted

of electricity again meas-

electricity is somewhere

the air dielectric separated

when other than air is

specific inductive capacity

ific inductive capacities

nstant but cannot be

e to ionization.

en as

(27) below.

s connected in series is

s and c the capacity of one

owever, the formula

of 0.002, 0.004, 0.002 mf. arc con-

apacity?

ies are connected in series, the total

smallest condenser value in the circuit.

s are connected in series will be under-

two condensers of Fig. 2-9.

ed, actually form a single plate.

have a like thickness, it can readily be

s formation, the distance between plates

d is

n of

parate plates, the formula

tween the plates.

ults, regardless of the

ements, because of the

he outside edges of the plates.

ons become sufficiently

apacity.

n variable semicircular

re complicated:

ates, r0 the radius of the

s between the plates, and 9

y plates have been turned

uming the use of an air

number of rotary plates

hen the total capacity

ne stator and one

rs.

ry plates and four stationary plates.

and are semicircular in shape. The

03 in. Find the capacity of the condenser

capacity position.

entimeters.

, multiply by 1.1124 (1 cm. = 1.1124

nf., or 270 mmf.

are

city

he instant of time con-

ons per second made

f cycles gone through by

of the procedures

them at some particular

ethods which are applicable

plication of funda-

he solution of triangles.

gle is absolutely essential

of the vector arm with

nite angular expression.

e readily comprehended

ry are clearly understood.

current follow one another according

e-phase alternating-current wave shape

s voltage or current may be determined

e wave or its amplitude

grees or 2ir radians and corresponds

a simple 2-pole alternator. In other

1._simple 8ine wave for one cycle.

ultiplying the maximum or peak value

e at that instant.

urrent value, and 0 = the phase angle ut.

be 120 volts, it will be found that the

e, say at 30 degrees, will be E = sin 8,

s been explained

plete reversal of the current,

les.

quation may then be stated

h become apparent when

or every complete revolu-

herefore, 2/ poles pass a

pass 108 lines of force

average volts per conductor

re turn consists of two

2 X 2/ X <£ -=- 108 which

volts, the average volts

Voltmeters read effec-

of the factors referred to

x) in maxwells per pole.

re centimeters.

frequency formula previously given,

d the speed of rotation of the machine

nators are considered. When the

ator the basic factors are the same

erefore K also includes these same equiva-

or running at a speed of 1,800 r.p.m.;

of conductors is 300. What is the

s. and the e.m.f. formula may then

roximately 120 volts

mple was of the inductor type, the

/is the figure for frequency in cycles per

o importance.

the voltage or current in

ifferent instantaneous values

g cycle, and since the

.— We have seen that an

or mass which tends to pre-

nce in motion, will tend to

n which the electrons in a

e of the work being done in

ductor. Thus, when the

the source e.m.f. or increas-

ed up in the inductance in

kinetic energy J^L/2,

the electrons in the conduc-

netic field is being

ll be momentarily opposed

hind the applied voltage.

the retarding effect acting

rcuit.

e reactance XL- This is

tion offered to the flow of an

a direct-current or non-

since the circuit contains

that all inductances must

al opposition must be the

n as the impedance of a

inductance with

her the coil or the circuit,

e source e.m.f., owing to the

f-induction. Thks condition

his circuit may be deter-

eactive effect in ohms.

anging current is L

time, t, the current is

or rate of change of angular

rate of change of the current

n be seen since the rate of

ent goes through zero and

stance.

applied potential is of an

ser will charge from 0 to

will discharge through the

s of the cycle. That is to

pposition to the source

the least opposition at the

re, a condenser is perma-

nt source, a current will

of source potential. This

lished in the condenser.

nser equals q/c. The current,

ultiplied by the capacity.

e rate of change of a

he factor E cos cat is

degrees. Hence, i = Cue or

ond.

of capacitively reactive circuit containing

micro-units or micro-

y expressed

ing effect of the current

e cycle. If the condenser,

s; the

nd the

d

nt circuits containing

expressed by the ratio

direct-current resistance of 4 ohms

rent effective e.m.f. is 500 volts

f the current flowing in the circuit.

ms

the current flow will be

ect-current resistance is

y be sufficient, but in

edance function must be

es circuit, containing

ether with a vector analysis of

of series-impedance circuit.

in Fig. 2-16(a), (6), and (c).

uctance and a capacity in a

ys be out of phase with

d current across a resist-

ductance, a capacity, and

h other the phase relations

cy/

on-

ates, and the current lags behind the

) shows the general

nce, and capacitance.

he various currents to the

ent to use the concepts

esistance as previously

al of reactance; and admit-

e.

arallel, the total con-

nces in each branch,

nd their inductive and

ductive reactance being

egative. When the recip-

at the susceptance of an

rce

resist-

Re of

ing:

mho

anch is in phase with E.

mho (approx.)

ce is that condition

en the inductive and capaci-

ther so that their reactive

nductive reactance intro-

ance a leading effect on tin;

nt current flow will be

ance in the circuit. There-

direct-current resistance are

flow in a series-resonant

nce in a series-resonant

ubstituting and equating

would be possible to

r

proper

the

ro-

s,

ance

d with

d means that the impedance

ero, which is an obviously

ust have some resistance

get the formula:

flowing through the

reater than the leading

dance characteristic is

es the current flows

he circuit acts as a capaci-

ent in the two branches

direction, so most of the

n the main circuit. At

ual, the only current supplied

ate for the power lost in the

ircuits.—It has been

hich the current and voltage

That this power is avail-

hinery is apparent. How-

he true power cannot

rent and voltage are not in

ctive parts of the circuit,

lly return energy to the

kinetic energy. Con-

urrent circuit must be

mponent to the impedance

ct of El, or the apparent

rcuits:

ngle is called the

er factor, the power formula

t.

—As the only polyphase

-phase system, our discus-

nt.

paced armature windings,

0), the induced voltage will

e following the other by

hine, as connected to the

ystem.

coils to a three-phase system.

three-phase system. Such a

r each phase, and is now

d the delta and star systems,

minals necessary on the

lso called the Y or wye

diagrams of Fig. 2-22.

e alternator depend

at is, whether it is delta (also

on

is

od of

n

d.

ting

nnection.

/» is

g.

ctical

e

ts

ends

2,

25. As the phase angle between the

e, this same figure can also represent the

example, the voltage in coil 2 is always

tage of phase 3 is 120 degrees behind

1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 2-25. Also, in this

egrec difference between phase 2 and

e 2.

f a Y-connected alternator, Fig.

ust come from coil 1, that in line li

word coil, as used here, and as shown

ng.

he algebraic sum of the e.m.fs. pro-

h the line is connected. For example, in

e.m.f. across lines A and B must be pro-

only two coils in the circuit. Now, if the

s is indicated by the arrows in the figure,

oltage in each phase as shown in Fig. 2-26.

il 1 is plotted as vector line E,. If we

orces current toward line A, the voltage

line voltage must be E\ added vec-

iving the vector voltage EL.

6)

d E$ is the voltage in one phase.

three-phase system

oss any one phase has a

e voltages in the other two

stem the voltage across

s any armature winding or

each line equals 1.73

/, = 1.73 X /«.

which

wer

TS

simplest vacuum tube

he cathode may be a

ctron-emitting material. In

e-element tube, shown in

n in Fig. 3-2 is a diode.

and as such its action

made with one cathode and

with two cathodes and two

ow-voltage rectifiers and in

used in radio communica-

, all sealed in an evacuated

ternal terminals for making

udy of the fundamentals

cuum-tube operation on

e, pentode, and similar

on, therefore, the triode

tudy of other types of tubes

p of a special composi-

ows through it. Some fila-

te hot) for the best results,

when operating at a dull-

es of filaments used in

tungsten and platinum

ents. The former usually

while the latter operates

rry red. The filament may

ates when heated and then

y understood if we use

mple, at ordinary tempera-

y, but, as it becomes heated,

is a violent boiling and the

nto the atmosphere.

es

smaller

on-

d,

bors

hesion

he

d into

inity

boiling.

fact

ve

mper-

TS

ns to be drawn over (attracted)

nd gives ruse to an electron

arrows as illustrated in

the space charge in a vacuum tube.

—The filament sends

g upon the potential of the

n the degree of heat at which

e that there will be a point,

when it will be attracting

When

annot

ament

ent are

the uj.

lt in a

of cur-

bsolutely

e fila-

ation

creased beyond this point.

burning at its rated brilliancy and

s. Assume the plate potential to be

e readily seen that all the electrons

he plate: first of all, because the plate

all over, and second, because the

ncy. In other words, some of the elec-

elled, thus leaving a certain number

latter condition always holds true

Of course, the greater the value of the

racted.

e plate current up to a certain point

otential will have no effect upon the plate

nds upon the design characteristics

of the plate potential will decrease

he plate falls so low that the intensity

e plate is reduced.

ust-

van'

id-bias
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een applied. Hence, all

variation of the plate-supply

d by the manufacturer.

ate- and filament-voltage

eration may result in a

ng life. A filament oper-

er its normal voltage rating

normal operating period.

transmitting tubes is found

ore than 10,000 hr. It is

sufficient number of electrical

eters, etc.) and fuses in

ng circuits where operating

ader a fairly good idea

or filament potential, but he

to make for simplicity of

y emitted may number in

n mind that, even though

ximum number of electrons

ctrons which never really

repelling tendencies.

n the immediate

ive field or space charge

of plate current that will

e plate, let us see what

rposed between the filament

rranged and spaced, so

through them. Now,

.—Circuit for providing v

of the potentiometer

n from the center position.

m.f. is applied to the grid

he steady plate current as

ent

.

, it

e plate.

reater

k up"

the

e

not

ormal

n

ver,

lied

ly

ations.

e

r,
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hing of the impedance to

ortion of the audio fre-

ency load circuit*; may

than the tube (generator)

used. This is one of the

and it must be thoroughly

m-tube operation.

m tube arc called its

ed by taking certain elec-

led static and dynamic

the form of curves, or they

aracteristics to be pre-

tained by varying plate

rent values of grid bias.

eristic curves.

esented in curve form

es, obtained by varying

current for different plate

nsfer characteristic curves.

Fig. 4-26.

made with an alternating

alues of direct-current

aracteristics of a vacuum

be, or its M, its alternating-

rnating-current generator

uctance, formerly called

stics, used in conjunction

ting characteristics of the

actor p. depends pri-

nd the grid and also upon

rals constituting the grid,

distance between the grid

ation factor of a tube. This

ation of the plate potential

oltages.

e ratio of a change in the

plate current of a certain value)

e, the same change in the plate

ns). Although the n decreases

ely dependent upon the

ant, called the voltagr
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f a tube as usually

ordinary direct-current

t but is the resistance offered

al variation) in the plate

readily calculated from

ion factor. If Ea is held

resistance is as follows:

Ep in the plate voltage

ent 1 ma., or 0.001 amp.

0.001 will be found to be

resistance in ohms.

methods for deter-

tube is to compare the

esistance of the tube. This

conductance of the tube and

errelation between grid

ch may be computed as

e may be defined as

nt to the change in control

change in the plate current,

m Tube.—The signal

tuations in plate current

e-load impedance. If the

batteries, the plate current

onstant. If, on the other

er system in which the

nt through the medium of

m must be provided to

pples. This may be effec-

m as described in the sec-

e

ch

the

appen

nt

he

his

be at

s.

rrent

inding

o the

rmer

eed-

m in

TS

ected to some point of the filament

ro, the electron stream to the plate

ng, magnetic field will result. Theo-

tained if the negative plate-supply

er of the filament at the point X (Fig. 3-6).

the paths from each side of the point X

alance would not prevail. Since it is

of the B— lead to the exact center of

which will produce the same effects are

connected to the exact

ect balance, and for this

g. 3-7(6) is preferable. This

e center tap may be varied to

difference in the length of

-8, which illustrates the

uipotential tube. The

H H, the cathode or emitter

G and P, respectively.

used as an electron emitter,

he emitting element, the

cylinders so that all points

cathode, thereby allowing

is applied to the heater

lement will gradually become

ickel oxide to become

words, the cathode cylin-

ectrons to the plate. Hence,

system is connected to the

difference between the K

showing
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the secondary circuit

this parallel combination.

e or more of the following

ansformer.

.

he grid-filament capacity.

ling M between the windings.

of turns in the radio-

ary than in the primary, a

ndary circuit at the points E.

ge by maintaining a

el combination will also be

ue of the capacity in the

e, and the value of L large,

ant circuit. Hence, the

effective impedance of the

plied to the grid-filament

deration in the radio-

circuits, since the tube is to

s, when very feeble signal

bit of e.m.f. must be secured

plifying device.

device must also be

hen small input voltages are

the radio-frequency

voltages received.

ng a tube having a

ng a flow of grid current

being received. This

g the proper value of the

t, when a positive potential

al, a minimum number of

y reducing the grid-current

oss the grid-cathode

oltage amplification A of

eral expression

plifi-

hen the

mall.

st

modate

ted

ng the

y he

have

ated to

TS

other words, if a fixed mutual is used,

ue of M must not be too small because,

creased so that the circuit LtC is tuned

so great that serious distortion will result.

crease the resonant frequency of the

the sensitivity will also be much less.

r at the higher frequencies, the fidelity

ust be effected between the higher and

e results. In other words, the amplifi-

entire frequency band covered by L%C

tight coupling), the resistance intro-

hich will result in a decrease in selectivity

resistance may be computed from

adio-frequency amplifier

a into which the tube is

e, and its plate resistance Rp.

uned load across the tube

t of a vacuum tube.

g a triode amplifier of the

equency to be amplified,

together with the resist-

y 20,000 ohms at resonance,

ain- may be computed

TS

larly those used as speech

stem of operation in the

mplifier is used only in

tube is operated with a

hat the plate current in each

cycle, but for more than half

int the grid bias for class

A adjustment and the

whether or not grid current

is signified by calling

ed to flow, the amplifier

bias permits the use of

n on the class A amplifier.

AB2, this amplifier has a

class AB: amplifier.

class AB is somewhat

e. The distortion with the

to, the point of plate-current

pplied to the grid, the

e intervals in which the

ve. In other words, since

g the period in which no

ustment being at the block-

when a signal is being

cle. This, of course, indi-

ape is not faithfully repro-

owing to the loss of the

he

al

t to

assi-

ph

while
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s the class B, with the

ent is beyond the cutoff

lly between one-and-one-

rably greater grid excita-

uitable plate-current peaks

his reason, and because a

amplifiers are used only

entially as the square

power amplification for

cy and output of the plate

ons.—It will later be

llation if a suitable coupling

so that an e.m.f. may be

circuit) of the tube in

hrough an inductively or

Hartley and the tuned-plate

e which is to function as an

g system must under no

illation, serious distor-

effect of the oscillations

ncy. In addition the circuit

se of the deorease in the

other words, the circuit

es of telephone signals would

modulated frequency would

ion.

dio-frequency amplifier

ably higher, the self-generated

nd the circuits to which it is

serious overheating. It

coil, or the associated circuit

a power-amplifier tube goes

ircuit may increase to such

the tube or circuit if they are

eakers.

or balancing a radio-

ion against overloading but

the conditions which produce self-

ec. 3.20 on General Oscillator Considera-
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an e.m.f. across L\ through

n oscillating condition.

3-17a) that the direction

to the grid through the grid-

by the introduction of a

back to the grid from the

of an e.m.f. opposite and

g to the circuit diagram

ential ends of LI and L3 are

e potentials A' and Y are

e each other in the tube

plate to the grid will be

d. This is done by con-

nser CK which is called the

ontrol the value of the oppos-

eoretical analysis of

alternating-current bridge-circuit

the Hazeltine method of neutralization

ated differs from the conventional

gnetic coupling effect between L2 and L,.

en the two arms of the bridge, and this

ng must be added to the value of L2

p of the secondary winding Ln to

cause it will affect their normal values.

he secondary and the two halves of the

he inductance of Lj and L3 nearly equal

the two circuits to affect each other

ratio is

f Lt and L » include the mutual induct-

ndary coil Lt.

und in the proper directions, their

n, and, therefore, no e.m.fs. will be

er words, no e.m.fs. will be developed

osing currents flowing through Li and Li.

rrent is flowing in the secondary

roduced about L^ which will produce

oils L2 and Lt. These e.m.fs. will bo

he windings on Lt and Ls and will,

se, that the capacity C,v is adjusted so

ect to impedance value. This equivalent

matic diagram (n). The lettering on

no

smit■tinir
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ier stage must first be opened so that

This is accomplished by opening the

closing the plate- and filament-

ments to the desired operating frequency.

be are now applied across the grid

his tube will not amplify the generated

ircuit, a radio-frequency current of small

uit L%Ci owing to the coupling of the

ondenser C.v is at minimum capacity.

adio-frequency ammeter M\, the

he condenser Ci should be varied. If

ermocouple radio-frequency ammeter

quency currents circulating in L,Ct

eutralizing condenser Cx until the

imum. The tube capacitance is now

y be applied to the amplifier tube by

gh any number of radio-

s must be carefully retuned to

ween the circuits.

mesh currents in the radio-

a standard wavemeter near

th the driver frequency.

this frequency the small

picked up by the wave-

mogalvanometer M%. The

d until this reading is reduced

ralized. Care must be

se to the mesh circuit, to

itive thermogalvanometer

tory mesh L2Cs is enclosed

ction of the exterior magnetic

rated in Fig. 3-17(d), are

r single tubes. It is impor-

ondensers have the same

e plate and grid circuits of

ary plates of the neu-

ated by gears in order to

the same time to make

a single control.

y and interference-free

nsmitting and receiving

ux

ce of

oil

ke place

i

brass,

rying

he

es

etic

n the

uency
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oved. In other words, if the shielding

such as copper, and thoroughly closed

of the magnetic field (treated by the

il fields and thereby reduce the external

or wires.

at deal upon the high conductivity

current that is flowing, the more effective

care must t>e exercised, therefore, that

oldered to form a complete current path.

methods of shielding,

Shielding and Bonding,

on, certain supplemen-

ed on automobiles in instances

ough methods which are

pplementary methods it is

a minimum by the use of

ement of the antenna system.

r resistances or radio-

sers. The use of a high

ms) in series with each of

ugs has been used with

ent since it affects the

cing the spark intensity due

hen the sparking current is

ercome by the use of a

age drop. However, since

the high-frequency surges

e introduction of a loss, the

more efficiently by the use

each high-tension lead. A

inductance of approxi-

o the high-frequency surges

s a very low direct-current

fective noise suppression

oltage associated with the

ssors on the spark plugs. Start the

rve the amount of interference.

ssor in the center high-tension cable

nstall this or any other suppressor in

th the receiver turned on, observe the

mmutator terminals of the generator

sorption of the commutator ripples and

ected in the low-tension circuits, such

inter-

ground.

d up

D

ng

of top.

d por-

ty

e to

he

diameter

pacity

al

-.

uence,

urers'

ois*"

on

nce.

ian's

pi*

g
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h Shielding.—The induct-

a non-magnetic shield owing

the coil. This decrease in

netic fields set up by the eddy

to the coil flux resulting in

since the inductance of a

is stored up in magnetic

netic lines results effectively

s when a coil is placed

nship of the various parts

ed.

oil is to be obtained. The

of the coil with a spacing

.

avoid a "floating"

al. That is to say, if the

ctric field (a capacity) may

g to the potential difference

wires or circuit parts are

entire circuit may result

ed circuits. In some circuits,

equencies, the connecting

as illustrated in Fig. 3-19,

arly if the two compart-

h other. It would seem that

he same ground on a metal

between these two points

. At very high frequencies,

e of several inches may intro-

oduced at the high fre-

een several inches in a

ency or direct currents are

quencies.

acuum

is

age

,

se tho

us

ully

nd

y the

TS

supply), a steady electron flow from the

ection FPRRiF. This constitutes the

y the plate milliammeter.

circuit must return to the filament to

d between the negative terminal of the

e.m.f. developed across it of a value

e fixed value of plate potential is

sistance R\ is 2,000 ohms, an e.m.f. of

resistance. Hence, since the negative

and the positive end to the filament,

and the filament of the tube. In other

ect to the filament owing to the voltage

the exception that the biasing

d of the plate-supply system. Thus, the

n the value of the resistance and the cur-

s the common biasing method used in

ube is used, such as in the final power-

cathode-heater type of tubes. The

with the exception tli:it the biasing

hode instead of the filament.

wer

le,

e

TS

eloped, a steady plate current will

straight arrows. This flow will bo

e it is assumed that a well-filtered direct

ply source. Small IK drops may tako

ng to the direct-current resistance present

eveloped in the equivalent plate

keep the plate-current variation

choke coils in plate and grid circuits.

ent plate component) out of the direct-

this, the alternating-current plate-

ow-reactance path Z,,C in the direction

rnating-current engineering principles

wing through ZjC will be dependent

coil Zr to the by-pass reactance of C, thus:

uency to be developed in the plate circuit

he capacity and choke coil should be

frequency through C is extremely low,

If the choke coil has a value of 100

ms, then the impedance to a frequency

enser C will be ZC/XC. Hence,

he high-frequency component flowing

crease the ratio to the point in which the

accomplished, the reactance of

te the frequencies from the power-supply

very high, a smaller capacity may be

dition since, if the value of C is kept

e used, thereby insuring a minimum

also have less inductive effect—a

capacities and highly undesirable in

ver, it is extremely difficult to increase

ducing too much distributed capacity

hough the inductance may have a

ed capacity shunted across it will greatly

t the higher frequencies. The efficiency

upon its design, and in highly efficient

n an

and

on the

of

axi-

ent

ver,

alue

Now,

approxi-

suffi-

nt flow.

abso-

of Zr

me the

cated,

e

y

ble

ace of

ce, and

o is

re-

in

placed

es of

100

to effect

00

e

ency

r

the

ms may

the

value

stance of

ble

ances
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acuum-tube oscillator

enerally a parallel-resonant

, and a feed-back circuit.

oscillations occur according

of operation. The feed-back

tput circuit and impresses

ment (the input circuit)

again returned by the

pplying the leases occurring

he feed-back circuit may

d-plate capacity of the tube,

d circuit magnetically

m tube itself does not

mpulses impressed on its

iis amplified energy back

s therein, in order to main-

ntal circuit in Fig.

or capable of producing waves

.-

ctioning of this circuit is

itting-circuit oscillator and

nd direct current applied, the filament

s electron flow from the filament to

e plate circuit, beginning at time t«

he coil L,, resulting in the building up

nding magnetic field will cut coil L-,,

e such that this induced voltage

g increased plate current.

rate of change of plate current.

n critical value (at time lt on the figure),

current limitations of the tube. As the

hange to

e I-

d coil is

e

uced

til

rate of

. Hence,
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uits. This condeaser must

equencies to minimize the

er potential across the plate-

, have a sufficiently strong

rent and oscillating poten-

tor self-starting and

ustrates the circuit

ack oscillator.

ntical with that of the

on that the grid-excita-

excites the grid and produces

d upon the oscillatory

two condensers at the

of the plate- and grid-

orrect voltage drop across €3

he higher the reactance

er the potential difference or

C\ is usually about 3 to 1.

cal operation of the

e push-pull or balanced

th the exception that the

lf, as in any form of oscillator,

eed-back reaction.

scillator is illustrated

f the tube V\ in diagram

shown by the solid lines.

filament circuit, such as

circuit, a potential difference

oil L\. During the period in

moving of the magnetic field

the laws of induction,

ma-

e internal grid-plate tube

id, and crystal-controlled

e electron-coupled type of

ctrode grid-plate capac-

ed by the use of a third screen

ird grid near the plate

neutralizing unnecessary.

he plate and the control

c relationship exists between

t using pentode tube explained in

at are generated in the fre-

nly the load circuit through

cathode A' and the plate P.

ause of the electron pulses

nerate in the plate circuit a

ency of the generating

ng e.m.f. in the plate

es of electrons impinging on

ace between the load and

ostatic or magnetic coupling,

electron stream to the plate,

led oscillator are generally

y be obtained with this

ad-circuit variations upon tho

5.2.

ate will

s

mpli-

als
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n, however, remains in the electrons

ward the plate. These electrons on

e surface tension, owing to the collision

rons from the plate surface. This

m. Now, since the grid is at a higher poten-

dary emission will be attracted to the

he electrons from the filament and

mission) will he attracted to the grid.

adually increased. In ordinary tube cir-

t in an increase in the plate current, but in

ge reduces the plat<--to-filament current

critical point between the normal electron

condary electron emission from the plate.

te-to-filament circuit resistance would

f an alternating-current potential were

ch is the basis of the action of a dyna-

his type of circuit is

explained in the next

ists of an inductance and

t oscillatory circuit.

S

e more common radio

g. 3-29. A detailed explana-

ding name of device corre-

29.)

s type of resistor is designed to

h-resistance alloy wire on a

ticularly as a bleeder resistance or

its and for general experimental work.

from 10 to 200 watts for full resistance.

fractional settings is proportional to the

0-watt resistor will dissipate 100 watts

of the unit shown is 1 to 10,000 ohms.

type is generally available in

ce range from 1 to 3,000 ohms. It is

esistor with a power-rating range of

to 10,000 ohms. The flat-type resistor is

battery-charging circuits and wound

ly available in 50-, 75-, and 100-watt

made of porcelain with smooth white

n. with break strength of 800 Ib.

extremely stable unit, particularly

multipliers and for photoelectric and other

ccurate to 5 per cent. It is available in

14 by % in.

s, it is

pical

ms;

istance

s opera-

or a

age

ers

ts.

g wax

mf. size

g is a

proof

ce

er use

with

nder

to

cal

age

ts is

er by

ouble

termi-

gs so

gned to
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s are

an

ing

h filter

rtion

of

n-

ualized

ry

re

nected

mer-

to«r>

acity."

e less? ,

han

>c

r

ce-

ed to

ions.

es

rated s«

windings

n 1.5

rect-

nt,

n

itic

cally

e.

ler

e tube

to as the

com-
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ithdrawal of the rotary plates from

ble air condensers are used in receiving

ance values ranging from 50 to 500 mmf.

o 45 as usually manufactured. Because!

ow.

ape of the rotary plates. These may

capacitance variation or in elipsislike

-length variations. The term straight

tion. Hence, straight-line frequency

densers are terms also used.

employs a metallic envelope

e vacuum in the space occupied by the

smaller than the glass tube. Also, the

y shield for the tube elements and gives

whole. The characteristics of the metal

arts of the same type number.

ry to classify circuits and

h will at once identify the

used.

itter for Intermediate Frequencies

r Intermediate Frequencies

smitter for Intermediate Frequencies

e and High Frequencies

ter.

neutralized to prevent

tralizing condenser NC.

e by adjusting the

maximum indication on the

tenna circuit to resonance, the

usted to resonance, minimum plate

circuit, when tuned to resonance,

nd appear as a power resistance load,

upled-in reactance will sometimes appear

at the power-amplifier tank is not in

ight readjustment of the power-amplifier

frequency by-pass con-

amplifier radio-frequency

ctance path for the radio

h to the filament. This

ency choke isolates the high-

urce, thereby increasing the

.

ral Considerations.—

d 4-2, and considering the

nce becomes apparent that,

ed to improve frequency

ssary. At this point the

f the various tubes, starting

e-frequency transmitter

transmitter as labeled in

mitters [Fig. 4-1 (d)

ollow the buffer amplifier

ers used in the intermediate-

ublers perform the dual

uency doubler. The neces-

ntrolled transmitter will bo

apter. Wherever specific

e are referring to the Western

-11, although not every

essarily found in or taken

mitter an example of

ediate-frequency transmitters.

ncy transmitter also

only difference between

d in their propagation

o

r-

rid

high

latter

he

the

grid

ct

dicated

olt-

e and the

y

dition

his

to

o

is

was

ds to

s-

e

nough

s

rcuit.

f the

oupling

r employing inductive coupling for

y circuit C2 and L2 is coupled to the

cuum tube; Rt is the grid leak or grid-

ent alternating current from flowing

king condensers to prevent short-cir-

nductively coupled to L2 so that alter-

voltage in the former, thus impressing a

ugh CV The amount of input voltage

ng the tap on coil L«, Lt. This will

circuit, and consequently condenser C2

ge of inductance of L2.

the difference in the method of

-6 the series-feed method is used,

nd

ce.

y

s

is ^. _ 7 !7

es allel-feed plate supply

tus.

output coil is at a high direct-current

al insulation and also extreme care in

st enumerated are eliminated, but

full alternating-current output voltage.

flow through the choke coil Li and be

ry great unless the impedance of the

und with many turns of wire to produce a

a low distributed capacity shunting the

ffer from 5,000 to 10,000 ohms imped-

ore coils connected in scries will prevent

eby greatly reduce the possibility of

s for vacuum-tube oscillators, as

a different purpose under different kinds

ost of them have the same inherent

s that of the oscillatory circuit, which

e influences of the other circuits of the

ound that an oscillatory or output cir-

very low resistance approaches the ideal

llators these conditions arc desired,

mely low effective resistance, and a

city which must be variable, limits the

satisfactory frequency stability using an

able for a broadcast transmitter.

stics of high reactance and low

cir-

s dis-

il,

xternal

have a

ulations.

cuit

tion

he

core,

eases

collaps-

rk. If

cordingly.

ed by

o

urrent

mag-

ate

anometer

ng

the upper end of the iron core, there

ection, and, if the fork is suddenly

sition and the meter will deflect in the

hat, as the fork moves toward the iron

was changed which caused a change in the

constituted by the core. The coil

flux, has a voltage induced in it, owing

lectric circuit, which causes the meter to

but in the opposite direction. The

e magnetic reluctance, decreasing the

ge in the coil but in the reverse direction

n. As soon as the fork has come to

agnetic circuit, the meter will again

released more rapidly, the above

scillate about the zero point at a frequency

the movement of the fork. Consider the

more and more until finally the number of

n it will vibrate easily with little excita-

tation entirely removed.

rate that the vibrating

f alternating currents in the

ss is reversible. That is,

ing and opening of the key

coil which through magnetic

rsely, the vibrating tuning

ing currents in the electric

gement of Fig. 4-9.

m of mechanical reso-

stalline materials, such as

gar, have the property of

anically strained (compressed

ersible, so that, when an

the latter changes its shape.

ezo-clectric effect and is

erials to a greater or less

he form in which it is cut,

mpressed. Rochelle salt is

as more mechanical advan-

ht shocks, aging, and

s even more important; it

internal friction when

ly a high-Q characteristic.

chief characteristic necessary

llator where great frequency

rtz crystal plays the

ng s

cuits,

d output

the grid circuit is accomplished by the

circuit that determines the operating

A', which is connected across the grid

of small capacity and is shunted across

nt of the operating frequency by changing

trical circuit of the resonator. The

ding to stabilize it against external load

ling for the load. This resistance is only

pling from a high impedance load do not

o the vacuum tube, a surge is produced

to discharge through L2 similar to the

is action in the output circuit causes

ilament of the tube which, through the

impresses a voltage upon the grid-fila-

ator.

voltage in the latter circuit sets up an

to change shape slightly. As soon as the

e returns to its normal shape and in so

des and across the grid and filament of the

plate circuit, and some of the energy is

rtz plate which causes the latter to

g voltage to the grid. This action

he oscillations until the vacuum-tube

ts own and the external load for a given set

ctually the output circuit is not tuned

r one so that it is somewhat inductive

ovides greater stability and also aids

y.

ng frequency of the vacuum-tube

cut and mode of vibration, whether

thickness; the relationship between the

city externally connected across the

z plate. Other factors, such as power

e frequency only slightly in that they

quartz plate itself.

plate depend upon the frequency

n of the oscillator. These are fixed proper-

he plate required depends principally

l. The relationship between plate and

g to the clamping process explained above.

esigned, built, and adjusted, is a question

be and the vernier condenser C\. The

mf. and changes very little as a result of

he vernier condenser is designed to be

nce

factor,

y

at-

h an

ntire

amber,

, for an

the grid and filament of

mperature-control circuits,

e heat for the quartz plate and main-

nstant as possible. Heat is not essential

as room temperatures may vary as

t the plate considerably above room tem-

ges are less effective, and then maintain a

awing, heat is supplied by passing cur-

tained from the transformer Si, the

ment of the control vacuum tube V\.

also made positive

is conducting

or R. During the other half of the

o current flows. Thus we have a half-

, the tube being conducting on the posi-

positive.

on for some time, the temperature

n the thermostat expands, short-circuit-

he circuit of the entire winding of

ermostat contacts. All the voltage drop

now connected to the left or "negative"

gative whenever the plate of the tube

and, of course, no plate current flows.

omes positive, but still no plate current

gative. Therefore, the action of the

ation of the voltage on the control grid

R.

e through the walls, and the tempera-

mostat also drops, opening the contacts

its original condition, and the heating of

epend-

z

pre-

s ami

ut impedance is kept as high

plate-supply battery.

er may be of the type

-core, shielded, fixed-tuned

stage, at the terminals

y constant impedance

transmission characteristic

nd width. With proper

e constant to within 25 per

erally unnecessary to

ely low power and gain.

given frequency by the

o a slightly different fre-

f a fixed condenser and the

. The result of the two

ble-resonant frequency

The peaks of the double

rt by the proper adjustment

d the peaks then flattened

ngs. Hence the resultant

dely separated very flat

ch other effectively, thus

over a wide band. Once

mer remains unchanged

capacities.

ck diagram of a radio

tes a second amplifier

ed to the buffer stage.

ng screen-grid tube explained in Sec. 5.2.

a double purpose; first,

rom the other circuits in

y, and, second, to function

mplifier, however, must

so as a power amplifier as

"1

ons

.

ained

mplifier

utralizf

provided

"c

ency output of the second amplifier,

effectively reducing the plate resistance

f the tube. Conversely, when the

is lowered.

ollows the second amplifier, it is

e radio-frequency energy in the load

ltage across terminals 5 and 7 of the

must deliver some power to the load

f the modulating stage depending on the

age impressed across its grid and fila-

n have a fairly high plate resistance and

e amplifiers. When this type of tube

eds a larger inpvit voltage and some

rrent resulting from the high input voltage.

ers (\ and C\>, plate supply, and output

order to cover the required frequency

e condenser Cs. The load resistance /?,.

actically no inductance or capacity.

to be impressed on the grid and filament

be dissipated in the resistance from the

ucceeding stage required an input volt-

nd amplifier was to deliver 10 watts to

nd the power equation (H' = EI),

efore, when

resistance R<, there will be built up across

d filament of the modulating stage.

ers.1—Systems which

ncies may be used to advan-

pose of frequency multiplying.

ers possess this charac-

plate-current curve when

h these conditions are

ers, they may be used to

ng is required. In reality,

he point at which high

uency-multiplying device.

tipliers, namely, that in

ircuit, and the other in which

he former is known as a

atter as a grid-distortion

ntial should be consider-

ons, and the grid bias should

htly in excess of the Ip-Ec

transmitters are being studied, it is

parate consideration as Sec. 4.13 appro-

nts

he

.

-

to

d

there-

age

d, the

cking

be very

fre-

ed which

permit

ube l'i.

re-

cross L\d may then be applied to the

hrough the coupling condenser Cz.

determined by the position of the tap on

k current and Z the impedance from

t L2Cs of Vi is adjusted to the second-

eters), and the plate and grid-bias volt-

plate-distortion methods described, the

evelop in the plate circuit L2Ca an

ers). If the voltage developed across

ffer stage is usually used after the

e fundamental frequency. A large size

e Vi. The voltage now developed

cles (40 meters) will, as before, develop a

locycles or 15 megacycles (20 meters), in

uit.

rid-bias voltages are applied in accord-

d that the load circuit of FjLjC< is

the desired frequency to be trans-

the radiating system or it may be ampli-

amplifier stages to obtain the desired

well shielded and that

plate-filtering systems.

g.

g tube is to provide

output load is generally

armonic may be obtained.

should be made variable by

proper impedance match

vacuum-tube oscillator

bility, the modulated-

part of the transmitter to

standpoint. It is here

converted into a very

sic from the audio amplifiers

odulated by the receiver the

urs

audio-

en

at an

utput

imum

the carrier is again normal. The audio

creasing the carrier still further, until

zero. Further on, at the point F, the

ernating cycle, and the carrier is again

ady to be repeated.

e was chosen of such

t full, or 100 per cent,

the audio wave were

n during the time interval

be only half of that first

rier wave is changed is

n factor, usually expressed

asure of the depth of the

ressed by the equation

rrier current (indicated by

4-18); /„„„ is the lowest

0 is the normal peak value of

cated by P).

ted carrier wave, the

alue P, while the amplitude

values in the formula

by the equation

ent (3)

n that given above,

al // to L, then the percent-

cent. Therefore, the per-

m 0 to 100 depending upon

modulating stage, but it

tortion. If more audio

stage than the amount

n, then the carrier is said to

on caused in the audio-

rmodulation is increased.

heory of modulation may best bo

wpoints, namely, one in which the

ave of constant frequency with varying

which the wave is expanded into com-

uencies.

e

ly

a

itudes,

arrier

t by

in

e

modu-

t fre-

a)

udio

itted

es of

ncies,

he

ncies

tude

4-19(a).

of the

ue pic-

ss of

e-

of

d

nd

ed

t the

encies

es with the carrier

at frequency. Hence, in

side-band frequencies of

hat of the carrier frequency

ual resultant frequency due

gibility, therefore, is

their reactions with the

.

ds upon the variations

the modulation cycle is

ount of power will be con-

e-third of the total power

s applied to broadcast

s of one or more vacuum

are employed in the

er of the carrier frequency,

occurs). The modu-

-amplifier system and

modulated amplifier.

The first class will be

quency is applied to the

on because the audio

e modulated amplifier and

rcuit. In this class there

e, the principal ones being

system. In the former, the

and the modulator is

them through a high-induc-

latter system each tube has

ween the two plate circuits

or large condenser.

o consider it to be either

odulation means that it

quency stage and that all

modulated carrier. This

ulation as explained above.

n is that the audio-fre-

ist of only a few low-power

required.

dio stage of the system is

all the preceding radio

the carrier wave, are not

he voltage fed back from the

reventing self-oscillations.

when audio-frequency voltages are

rmer from the speech amplifier, they are

s being either positive or negative at the

same as that previously existing as far

o voltages act with the grid bias, thereby

hich half of the cycle is effective at the

made to vary in accordance with the

m-tube action of grid voltage upon plate

when the total negative bias is low and

nges of plate current produce corre-

put, which is the effect explained under

equency causes a change of the bias, a

riations of radio-frequency output corre-

ncy input voltages—hence the term

of this system is that, although the

le power, very little audio-frequency

re 4-21 (a) and (6)

e modulation. In these

io frequency applied to its

h are connected to corre-

of the second amplifier.

ncy around the biasing poten-

t short-circuiting the plate-

the output transformer

frequency power from the

wer amplifier which is

he modulated amplifier

ccurs.

an audio-frequency

g speech-amplifier system

e by means of transformer

ormer T% the secondary

supply to V\. Inductance

plate-supply circuit as

el-feed systems. The

secondary of T2 a voltage

upplied by battery B\,

es its maximum.

[Fig. 4-21 (a)] is 1,000 volts and that

current in the load resistance R\ is 1 amp.

nput of Vt, of such a wave form as shown

audio wave starts at point R on this

j, hence no voltage is built, up across

rve,

ts.

dding

ormer

, thus

ts.

quency

ve,

ndary voltage will be built up in 1\ and ho

oltage will be negative and will oppose

zero, hence the plate-current and radio-

At the point F on the audio wave the

ed in Ti, and the tube V\ operates nor-

assing through the entire audio cycle,

normal, up to twice normal, back to

mal, completing the cycle. Accordingly

ed to vary correspondingly, that is, the

in accordance with the audio wave.

sic Heising plate-modulation or

he modulating radio-frequency

e their plate supply from a common

ctor. The successful operation of this

ign of the reactor choke coil as may be

t is flowing in the respective plate

y voltage is being developed across the

ency amplifier tube V\. This will result

in the plate-tank circuit in accordance

since it is assumed that this radio or

dy current will circulate in the second-

he output terminals 8 and 9, provided

esonance with the crystal frequency.

nput of the modulator tube Vi, it will

current of this tube depending upon the

e grid of the modulator is on the posi-

will increase, and if on the negative half

, however, the plate reactor is of large

urrent from increasing or decreasing

me constant-current system being

Thus it may be seen that if the positive

uency signal, demands an increase of

prevent this change, the increase can

uit of the radio-frequency tube V,

are being supplied from a common

ust decrease. Similiarly, if the input

ngs negative, the plate current will

revent this change. Consequently, the

supplied to the grid of the modulator

ross the plate reactor is pictured as a

o-frequency tube V\. This fluctuation

aused by the audio-frequency variation,

-frequency current in the plate-tank

on) at a rate depending upon the

tube.

provided to operate this tube at a

e modulator tube so that the percentage

e very high. The condenser shunted

e low-frequency variations to be applied

drop

mately

d K is the total resistance of

and the operating frequency is

l and Ri is 50 ohms, calculations are as

the plate resistance of the tube,

nged, thus changing the upper term of

is adjusted to vary the lower term of the

mpedance increases, and if the resist-

mplifiers of the radio

e coils but coupling trans-

led to its load through

. C0l"3lin* fan-former.

equency power is dissipated.

e entire secondary

wn in Fig. 4-22. It is possi-

uit with its load resistance

alent resistance RI in series

ex transformer is used

nce and other functions,

the equivalent resistance R\

cting the resistance into the

, owing to the action of

R« is of such a value as to

primary circuit, of such value

s equivalent to the voltage

proper value if it really

l practice, a more

ut grid voltages, plot a

, and note the various out-

desired combination is

the proper value of grid

es connected between the

mplifier tubes.

ut of 500 watts to the

rids is generally 50 watts.

e desired input drive is

ation voltage or power

cy ammeters in the tank

show identical values, the

xcitation is illustrated

ge Elt is determined by the

-frequency ammeter

,Ci,C2, has been

a frequency of

a capacity of 0.006 mf. at

plate potential of 3,000 volts

illustrates a dynamic char-

ower that can be obtained

f grid current.

tain the grid-current flow as close

radio-frequency peak voltages applied

ue of the grid bias, a grid current will

may result in serious audio-frequency

ent flow will he 180 degrees out of phase

wever, that, at the 100 per cent modula-

occasional peaks reach the high-per-

wo W.E. 279A vacuum tubes in push-pull

of Western Electric Company.)

go as high as 0.2 ma. without noticeable

t, a very slight flow of grid current

ulation will tend to increase the plate

e it to handle more power.

grid current is excessive by inserting

he tube plate circuit. If, during modu-

probable that the amplifier is distorting.

as a load upon the plate current and,

rs the true shape of the plate-circuit

essive grid excitation, improper plate

dance relations.

haracteristic for a

ascertain what value of

xcite it properly with a

m power output. Figure

cs for this tube at the rated

nce! of about 3,500 ohms.

ube,

and ('

mast

ed

eter

out

modulated carrier fre-

ely 14,000 ohms looking into

100 per cent modulation

e 4 kw. of modulated power

n accompanying this

ated by these tubes since

xtremely important that

f tube used, not only for

r the ability of the tube to

It will be remembered

ufficient development of

centage to be too low. This

output radio-frequency

hand, the load impedance

er developed will be dissi-

causing an overheating

the modulation percent-

oo high and consequently may

er.—It is a funda-

amplifiers that the maxi-

e is delivering the maximum

ince the maximum possi-

omentary modulation peaks,

half of the maximum value,

ifiers is only about 33 per

ed the solution to this

whereby the normal or

ency voltage, and hence high

nal voltage required for

e when needed.

ich a generator GI is

ltage, and more voltage is

ould be obtained by con-

with the first, as shown in (a)

operated in series in this

mits the equivalent opera-

n, and the Doherty

he

cither

ng an

r-

rc

of the nature of the impedance through

. When this terminating impedance is

oss the other terminals, the above prop-

on:

by the network is 90 degrees regard-

phase modulation will be occasioned by

network when the second tube comes

sistance inversely proportional to

nal to fti; it is equal to — jE X Ri/X.

by a quarter-wave transmission line

d by certain other network configurations.

d by condensers and the condensers

t the phase is advanced 90 degrees instead

orks.

simple output circuit for the ampli-

ons arc shown in Fig. 4-31 (o). A

nce of R/2 ohms, as if the two tubes

s before, is the impedance into which

power. The 90-degree network is then

uit. The constants of this network must

when the network is terminated in R/2

half the voltage across No. 1, so that if

m permissible value when the carrier
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modate the peaks of modulation. This

he 90-degree network should have react-

s

he

anti-

e shunt

put cir-

e

ate

in so as

ted under

wo tubes,

right

t on

d the
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y the

g
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in phase

al

ga
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mental

s that

e that the load is equally divided between

peak of a completely modulated wave;

hifts, it becomes possible to make use of

ecessary conditions for high efficiency at

g the second tube

y the use of a higher grid

that at the peak of modula-

tube in spite of the higher

behaves like a conven-

to the carrier point.

ad impedance, the excita-

value. In most of the

itation on the first tube is

d of 100 per cent on the

er increase in drive would

point where too many ot

he plate, causing a very

ber of ways immediately

d limiting action; one of the

he bias supply to the first

grid current to limit the

cuit. In Fig. 4-33, the

ifting network consisting of

en the grid of tube 1 Is not

id with a voltage EI applied

t flows in tube 1, the effec-

e ratio of E\ to E*. The

effect is easily calculated

The proper resistance

h which the grid current

o the maximum. This

required driving power

ional linear amplifier,

he grid current will not cause

s

t 100 per

ed

total

w

te

in

d of coupling an inter-

ntenna is generally some-

t-wave transmitters, which

It is more common to

termediate-wave installa-

lding being in the field of

be on a short-wave trans-

common type of induc-

ircuit shown in Fig. 4-35

monics in the output owing

er, C2. to higher harmonic

he grounded Faraday shield.

tter with a remote

ere it is desired to place the

The transmission line
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s given, there has been

types of meters to be

uits, meters are always

y essential are provided.

n each circuit to assist in

current and voltage read-

as a rapid method of locat-

vacuum-tube oscillator

er. The buffer and second

except in critical cases where

modulator requires both

as a rough check on opera-

ll the remaining radio

and also thermocouple

and plate-voltage meters

epted by the Federal licensing

r. This is primarily due

rge grid-excitation voltages,

ed portion of the charac-

power-amplifier stage is

tion voltage is maintained

into the upper curved area,

liminated. Unfortunately,

the carrier frequency

n be given that the same

ulated; not unless the

nd then the output-power

mpractical.

grid bias (Ec) is greatly

urrent cutoff when using

plification this bias is

he cutoff value, and some-

may then be greatly

ion of the curve. In doing

approximately a half-wave

nt components.

, using a high grid bias for transmitting,

citation voltage is low, the plate cur-

tage wave form. This is particularly

y

increased. Hence, since the grid voltage

resultant harmonic content will depend

d high-voltage grid swings. In other

odulated at 100 per cent, in reality these

o be understood that 100 per cent modu-

This means then that the actual

e between the low and high peaks during

percentage of modulation during pro-

sirable

these

modu-

be

e

c

e)

nics

several methods can be

egligible degree. If the

proximately 1 mile from the

f the energy in the funda-

be considered practically

ransmitters the second-

cent of the fundamental.1

second-harmonic content of a wave

d at the harmonic frequency or by insert-

n series with the radiating circuit to

sirable harmonic frequencies.

which the LC circuits are tuned to

offer to the undesirable harmonics a

al, or carrier, frequency, on the other

cuits will offer a high reactance to it.

hich the series-resonant circuit, LCi, is

he inductance L of the resonant circuit

Xci are of equal value, the total effective

system is placed between the power-

ing system, no reactance will be intro-

nd the energy will be delivered practically

ond-harmonic frequency, on the other

resonant circuit since the reactance of

antenna coupling condenser Ct is an

ircuit since it acts as a reaction load across

herefore, equals IXC.

generated in the plate

e reduced by the proper

uit. However, since the

hen set into oscillation, other

these harmonics. One of

ely used, is the balanced, or

4.

a rule of the FCC.

ductance and capacities in

cuits. This is particularly

parallel because of the

mall oscillatory circuits.

readily detected by a

nd an excessive overloading

suitably protected by

may become white-hot and

y also be subjected to

cillating voltages built up

erting very small radio-

at each one of the grid and

ery small inductance and

e plate-current flow. A

ohms may be connected in

y grid-current flow generated

may also be connected

arry the normal plate-

of the heavy-duty variety

ble, but they must be

ossess negligible distributed

Considerations.—Wave

les) are generally termed

uency emissions. It is con-

to specify them in mega-

ng one million. As electric

illionths of a meter and the gap

idged, it is possible that

high oscillations may ulti-

e Length—Frequency

ndix, will aid the student of

ng the relationship between

n centimeters) and wave

communication purposes

meters, although shorter

ra-high-frequency cir-

operating on the conven-

and inductance take on

ally capacity coupled to the

ency oscillators are

tube or tubes being too high

pedance values with the low

o be remembered that

fro within the tube. As the

e it takes for the electrons to

mes a limiting factor on the

lowing practical results

erative type:

ise method of wave-length measure-

a-short-wave oscillators under

ed with about ± 3 per cent precision by

op in series with a thermoammeter.

he heat-radiation method with

oscillators operating under average

t.

ube oscillator is more efficient

te voltage, while at moderate plate

iciency.

oscillator IK more efficient than the

as, while with moderate grid bias the

00 to 10,000 ohms per tube), a 2-to-l

output or efficiency.

both types of oscillators is low.

± 20 per cent) have little effect

ing thoriated-filament tubes.

emission demands are not far from

current, and grid current in ultra-

t during an hour of continuous operation.

scillator varies with time after plate

ity change caused by heating.

n general increases with time at a

r cent per minute after 8 min. operation.

r at first decreases with time owing
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acity effect.

or varies only slightly with changes

er, in response to plate- or grid-voltage

per, An Experimental Study of

William H. Wenstrom, PTOC. I.K.E.,

between

n
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o
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ard the

of

ement

r,

e tube.

ent

te is a certain critical valuo
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ristics. In other words,

only a matter of circuit

ator as given by F. B.

l grid-cathode and grid-

e plate in centimeters and Ea

cing extremely high

s (1 meter) and up, but are

se oscillators to keep the

oscillation, otherwise the

For the regenerative

t system is very satisfactory

on M.O.P.A. circuits.

cillators was made by

emes for accomplishing such

ansformer was con-

In another, the anode of

d (high +) of the oscillator.

having headphones

bias), circuit telephone

nce of 500 wave lengths.

dth of the operating

y emissions, high modulation

dvantage under certain

eneral Considerations.

um to be developed for

e ultra-short or ultra-high-

ove 30,000 kilocycles.

ctical commercial use

any for the Interisland

overed in Chap. 7 on Antennas and

ving a high plate efficiency.

biased, thus reducing the

tion is accomplished by

screening. Once this

capacitor may be locked in

panel which provide for

illator, amplifier, and

are fitted with a locking

be accidentally thrown out

tor, the frequency

eliable communication in
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he signal-to-noise ratio of the

is specifically designed to

cing distortion.

ful reproduction of all

sponse is flat to within 2 db

cuit is designed to operate

= 12.5 mw. in 500 ohms)

ation. This transmitter

or velocity (ribbon)-type

rcuit are insulated from

antite antenna posts

All items, including the

ely enclosed in shields to

w. from the line. Dur-

he power consumption is

m are provided:

current on speech amplifier.

urrent of modulators.

voltage on speech amplifier and

near the antenna as

pair of wires running to

wire, approximately 10 to

le placed on the roof, or :us

n

ghout thi*

ring

m-tube oscillator

n both transmitting and

which they are used their

ese applications of the

xplained. The remaining

ogically studied.

radio receiver is a very

n it is designed it must be

mmon, such as sensitivity

sses of receivers have

r example, a broadcast

n to sensitivity and selec-

eivers such as are com-

Also it is undesirable that

ese and other problems
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the electrode arrange-

lectrode capacity (6)

here is existent a con-

between the grid and the

eld between these elements.

d and the plate not only

e, owing to the increase in

tions between the plate and

in radio-frequency ampli-

eedback through the inter-

neration or oscillation.

elf-oscillation if circuit

aintained. Self-oscillation

in which the internal

ee Balance Circuits, Sec. 3.14,

ec. 3.15).

n-grid tube is used, this

uced because of the reduction

has

the

he structure lias been so designed that

ve is such that a considerably higher

, relative to that in the ordinary screen-

p-Ee characteristic curves of both

oted that the Ip-E, curvature of the

pronounced than that in curve (6) of

excessive grid swing is applied to the

e to the lower curved area will produce

ube the approach to the cutoff point

e signal can be applied before distortion

at the lower portion of the character-

on due to the intermodulation of the

al. This is commonly known as cross-

ube; (6) pentode connections (O\ — control

tes two arrangements

n addition to the screen grid

ppressor is placed close

y be connected directly

llustrated in the figure,

In some types of tube

he filament or the cathode,

erence of potential exists

h are at the same electrical

remely important owing

of the power triodes,

a considerably higher

000 to 60,000 ohms. If,

ased upon triode conditions,

the increased curvature

inherently more curved

greater harmonic distor-

the power developed by

uch lower value of load

sed. The optimum value

enerally between 5,000 and

pentode may be calcu-

m the plate efficiency of a

dance. Under these condi-

^ per cent.

e for a triode power

e at least 4,000 ohms, the

th a plate resistance of

ohms. These conditions

d power are to be obtained.

entode tube may be cal-

e operating plate current;

usted for these conditions.

plate voltage Ep of

d a screen voltage E,a of

rent of 30 ma. (0.030 amp.)

load resistance for this

tputs the class A

n that there is no distortion

conditions, however, a

cy is low. This poor

current occurring at low

tube is low.

es.

grid bias so that a symmetri-

nto asymmetrical waves or

rder that the signals may

ephone or primary winding of

hods by which rectifica-

ection and grid detection.

m.f. is applied across

(a) the normal or steady

nce with the character of the
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ize the frequency of the
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he phase difference is
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the COUPLING post of the
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enna circuit should be

yne frequency meter, which

quency meter placed at a

ectroacoustic device

om or open air. As such the
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the short term speaker.

consists of the following

3) acoustic radiator.

the loud-speaker into
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Loud-speakers in the

speakers and those in the
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n, the diaphragm and

m of a paper cone. This
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ed to the output of the

nt magnet is to provide
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e armature when the

o-frequency coil currents.

racted by the pole faces X, X

the converse happens,

herefore, for each

a steady applied field
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he final audio power

ypical coil consists of
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movement of the voice

s movement is caused by

plied field and the field

uency current. During
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ced in. Therefore, for each

f the coil occurs. The coil

pe shown is of the paper-
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es and sets up correspond-

oduction of the audio-

commercially available

duced by the field coil.
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manent magnet. This
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ause of the slight ripple in
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To prevent this hum
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ng away entirely with the hum

cking coil, as shown in Fig.
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canceling the effect of this
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oil and the field at the hum

a hum voltage in the voice

n directly from the

eceiver, a rectifier and its

Unfortunately high-voltage

he operation of vacuum

y-operated and motor-

rnating current must be

r, which is a device

ristic, and which is used for

ulsating direct current. It

heory and operation of

o modern radio equipment.

their functioning are

) the filter, and (d) the

e principles of the

d will not, therefore, be

ss, certain points which

laining.

service is more pro-

me transformer is used as a

This is due to the rec-

condary which have a

While it is possible to

much more economical, and

The heat, of course,

ere the insulation of the

wer transformer's are

ssary, air cooling is used

ovide a greater heat-radiating

g current is passed

hange position with each

coils on it, with the current

ceivers, it is the usual practice to

into one unit. One or more filament

quirements. It may be necessary to pro-

cy tubes, another for the audio-frequency

nts. All of these secondary windings

transmitters, and where a con-
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n be verified by studying some of the

mportant that each winding be able

ar circuit in which it is used. In choosing
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f a power transformer

pecify the input voltage and

circuit; {b) reversed-winding method of
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s to their safe output in

ned in connection with the

heory of operation of

ound the principle of the

core is saturated. A

loyed is shown in Fig. 6-l(a).

mall transformers Tj and T3

unit. As shown in the

he secondary winding of

n of the rectifier circuit.

es with the primary of the

supplied with regulating

ary will tend to drop in

eased. In the voltage-

itted to the transformer

provide a path for high

ak down the, secondary

e implies, the purpose

into direct current,

g in only one direction. A
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other.

evices operating on

onic or electronic principles,

erned with the so-called

es as the rectifying element.
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tube as a rectifier is as

6-4. As soon as the filament F is
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resulting in a current flow through

is seen that, starting at the lower

t flows to the lower terminal of the
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nating current.
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urrent cycle when the rectifier tube is
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m.
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n

soidal

ed

ment have been developed

e being the half-wave type

pe, it is necessary to

water-cooling system which

cuum rectifier tubes are

uals.

cription.—One of the

adio power-supply develop-

sure mercury-vapor rectifier

n for this, some of the

ctifier tube will be stated,

inated these disadvantages

of the high-vacuum-type

causes the regulation of the

icap in circuits where the

mplifiers. The high tube

pated in the larger size

ts, being made of tungsten,

hese difficulties. This

constant tube drop of

se of this low tube drop

d even the large models of the

me time, and for the

apor tube is very much

cy of the high-vaeuum-type

the mercury-vapor tube

also much less than the

partly because the water-

ers.

mercury-vapor tube are:

ch the tube can be
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volts it can be neglected,
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plate current depends
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as to

e with

ng
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ent.
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unit
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he
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harge

ation
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ing from the lower tube drop. For
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f the full-wave rectifier

ube 1 is conducting, the
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ing which the tube operates

called the inverse-peak

rom the voltage applied

eration of the single-

scribed in connection with
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the filament-transformer

eak voltage of the rectifier.
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ment winding, an electronic
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filter output. (The
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referring to the wave

d in Fig. 6-6.
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the pressure on the units
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ions and practical
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signal strengths to be

controls to adjust the

d also be provided; the setting

nsitivity control when

om a signal.

e limits of approximately

e output tube biasing resistor

gh-voltage power required.

000 hr. of operation and

nt Co. No. F-927 Grease.

does not get on the com-

d, they may be obtained.

el of the receiver.

ceiver disabling circuit pass

he drive shaft and are con-

he wires to the terminals

nt pin on the drive shaft

alignment of the detents in

iver.

he terminal correspond-

ans of the selector switch

the drive relay which

ive motor. The relay

he proper position, and the

should develop in the

eption of weather and

merce radio-range stations.

ycles, which includes the

ter part of the broadcast

6,800 kilocycles permits

companies' ground stations

ations. Provision is made

his band, aiding in communi-

scillator is provided for

receiver is supplied com-

ceiver 25C.

attery and power cables

of vacuum tubes and fuse.

of which, the radio-

strument panel of the air-

ust be accessible to the

d anywhere in the airplane

by the 10-ft. interconnect-

es the intermediate-

ther with the CW oscillator,

wer supply.

ram of the receiver is

uency tuned circuits Ti' \

its, respectively, of the

d oscillator aud

quency) and tuning the

control knob to switch

rned to minimum.

bled when the band

ATION.—Selection of the

he left. The desired station

ctor knob in the middle of

ob at the right.

rated for each pair of

ecessary for crystal operation

requency is required, a

rtz plate is used, it is

the band switch. Having

band switch to the proper

d to indicate the frequency

ver is 455 kilocycles, the

crystal frequency, one at

nd the other 455 kilocycle*

ndication of the dial at the

. Then align the antenna

condenser screws in TU\

h frequency at top, low

g unit to type 25 receiver.

e marked with red lacquer

the rear of the chassis

respective frequency bands;

d at the lower ends of the

beacon receiver 27B.

f adjustments in each band

nly a single adjustment).

eiver: WESTERN

al Description.—This

e covered up after the

a two-position fuse

ower plug, and the radio-

e is provided for con-

12-volt direct-current

wer unit. When the supply

used. Schematic and wiring

own in Fig. 9-16B.

er supply used in the 27B

ned to mount on the rear of

part of the receiver when in

to change power supplies,

ded on the power-supply

ical connections are made

e change, it is only neces-

assis. Centering studs and

mesh properly.

ss filter FL\ consists of

requency of 75 megacycles

ine to the grid of the first

hat an attenuation of at

undesired frequencies.

st detector. Modula-

tage, from the signal-

oducing the beating

e plate circuit of the

ermediate-frequency

used as a crystal oscil-

s in the grid circuit of

riode is tuned to the

it, L2.2-C2o in series with

crystal and drives the grid

econd triode is tuned to

y Ln-Cis and is coupled to

ctor. The neon lamp LPi

of the crystal oscillator

constant gain when crystals

f the crystal to be used is

nce frequency of the signal

megacycles — G.325 mega-

les.

applied to the grid of V*,,

cond audio-frequency

be feeds two parallel

h provides the headset

0-cycle audio filter or, if

of the filters connected in

a copper oxide rectifier.

audio-frequency flows in

reactor. An alternating-

he indicating lamp and the

pedance is lowered by

in this circuit to operate

to changes in signal

s in a non-linear amplifier.

is operating at reduced gain.

nd through #36. The series

he direct-current winding of

s feed-back connection

the bias of the triode of V\

urrent voltage appearing

rst audio-amplifier.

er a 12-volt direct-current

rent supply. In each case,

at 55 ma. With a 12-volt

d to supply the direct

supply a vacuum-tube

mple filtering is provided

oise and hum to a negligible

ividual panel which

plug-and-jack combination

tions are made when the

ed to facilitate the

ening the panel by four

m sensitivity of the

ess modulated 30 per cent

erate the lamps in the

independent of the aural

es means for controlling

minal is grounded, maxi-

an be reduced by insert-

nd.

is resistor, has been pro-

used for this adjustment.

is receiver completely,

intermediate-frequency

o the grid of the modulator

be provided to give an

put. The signal generator

nd the tuning condensers

and FL3 should be adjusted

eflection. After the filter

gnal should be progressively

signal is being used so that

ter deflection tuning is

d be made with a signal

ately one-fourth of the

ediate-frequency ampli-

, harmonic-generator, and

circuit is a fixed tuned

inding L2.i are provided

mp regulator is shunted

e crystal is in place and the

or-harmonic generator

ans of the meter previously

under certain conditions

when tuning oscillator-

is that which the tuning

each tuning for the final

ntroduce a modulated

antenna plug. If the signal

enerator. After the signal

ings 1 and 2, and reduce the

in sharp tuning indications.

y tuned, carefully retune the

he input filter circuits.

uit tuning should be checked

eiver as described above.

of service is of prime

eivers are to be used, it is

al headquarters or other

ceivers at regular intervals.

l receiver performance

e to anticipate failures and

a

This

tics

frequency

ped

a short stub mast 10 in. or

n airplane as shown in

sed for supports. If

erected in the rear of the

antenna may be fastened

ne, the antenna leadin

orting mast.

allel to the fuselage is

ption for the purpose of mak-

he antenna should be

ped off exactly in the center.

the underside of the aircraft

he plane. This type antenna

efinitely determining when

long-distance reception.

m the rudder standard

t. forward of the rudder is

d tube it easily becomes

m (/)] is the most popu-

The wire extends through

part of the plane. An

side the fuselage, provides

ugh an eye insulator

d attaches to a rubber

when the sock is reeled all

y as with the two fore-

tenna seldom fouls, as

ary; when reeled in, the

ovides ground transmission.

witched in or out of the

munications with control

of the tower using only the

uired, the loading coil is cut

length.

w practically obsolete.

e dependent upon the size

. This is usually coupled

nce-matching coil, and the

er output. The principal

it is frequently lost while

by the wire catching on

used by high aircraft speed.

stallation is off tune.

ction finders em-

ased in an aluminum case,

e of the loop from the loop

ased in a streamlined hous-

e loops may be mounted

ft, but the control unit for

or the place of mounting. A

not be used for lower mount-

posite directions.

ders (see Sec. 9.15d)

ploys either a fixed or

a single-wire center-fed

(c)]. Automatic direction

eparate loops at right angles

and a V-shaped sense antenna

ding-gear support.

a or loop system and

cal shielding in receiv-

event inter-circuit magnetic

of highly damped electrical

e) radio systems, the

s the source of external

adiation of highly damped

he source, interference due

radiations in aircraft (and

gnition system and its

tor circuits and the lighting

ts are broken because of

arks, and the variation of

mutator, highly damped

cting wires. Hence, all

he confines of the sources

follows.

magneto or coil systems

g. The leads should be

ding from the housing to their

the spark plugs should be

he braided shield to be

through which the wires

block, this block should be

must be soldered to the

merges. All braiding or

etal and chassis at as many

made by short lengths of

y soldered to the points of

y designed shield housing

hield to be soldered to a

gine frame and chassis.

he light wiring, instru-

be similarly shielded and

he instrument board and

pper housing and grounded.

es enclosed in flexible

d in a pipe manifold to

both harness and piping to be

thorough elimination of

dent upon complete shield-

ectrical wiring metal cables

ng. If metal parts are

lly scraped and cleaned when

ng between various

the use of an ohmmeter and

l-scale reading (0 ohms),

sis and the individual parts

e meter, an exact value of

to avoid erroneous readings.

o be used by connecting

ry to one side of the metal

f these tests are made

on, an accurate indication

tained. If the lamp or

te evident that the ground-

sparks are produced when

e an ohmmeter when

motor is in operation.

may thus be summarized

n system.

ceiver instrument panels, electrical

on point through a low-

potential gradients between

nding should be made in

oops as transmitting

nsmission of radio waves

s over American airways

e wave beams were par-

uring the day using loop

accurate at night owing

e reflections of an uneven

This variation in wave

eady been fully explained

tainous areas and even

0 miles or more from the

e elimination of night

d into

norths

p0"

ofw8ve

s to

11*

cal

sip'*'

es the Morse code of dots and dashes.

smitted at two different modulated or

ency range between 60 and 100 cycles,

ade to vibrate small metallic reeds or rib-

e visual method of beam identification.

beacon system was first carried on

her as illustrated in Fig. 9-18(a). These;

transmitter produce two figure-of-eight

heory of loop antennas previously

ctional characteristic in four directions,

courses. This condition is ideally

e the waves do not penetrate into the

e not subject to reflections. In the

sunrise, these waves are reflected back

eet at some remote point from the trans-

nights because of the greater rate of

n other words, as the distance from the

ction of the ground wave, and, conse-

e vertical (ground) signal component

ceiv-

h is

n

the

nnelly-

e two

as if

e

he

en

(6)

e

ions

6) or

-

or

n of

y the

he direction will effectively change

changed to the second position, and the

ters A1, B1, C1, and D1 or A2, B*, C2,

ps themselves at the transmitting

rely here placed in this position

y be expected at the receiving end

may be reduced to only a negligible

hich the horizontal-radiation component

obtained with the transmission-line type

is

beacon

enna for low-angle

sed upon the fundamental

vertical radiators such as

transmitting circuit output

a manner that the two

es out of phase with each

ical antenna is in an opposite

sults in a magnetic

o the disturbance produced

ince no horizontal portion

radiated in the horizontal

diator systems in which

f the two parallel feeding

rent is flowing in opposite

vertical radiators.

elds about them will cancel

cancellation of the magnetic

nts in the two transmission

be equal to 12, and 73 must

al adjustments of the

n of the circuit from X to A

portion from X to B.

C must be equal to that

ay be obtained by

he vertical portions of the

encountered in obtaining

increase of the circuit

efficiency of the entire

diator systems each

by series-loading induc-

stem.

n,

ying

on for

\\, La.

e.m^s

oped

s

ach

c

ated.

our

eral

mped-

e impedance looking into the line

king out of the line in order that all the

the primary antenna coupling coils

or standing waves which would result

eriously affect the desired four directional

nce of the lines used in the transmis-

the condition of impedance matching,

dance of 80 ohms which functions into

coupling impedance of the same value.

values, the radio-frequency ammeters

he proper adjustment of the antenna

tenna-tuning inductances Lit,, Lji, L«,

d and radiated by the four vertical-

sion-line system.

ated by a maximum reading on the

aken when the antenna is tuned so that

pling coils does not upset the impedance

mpedance looking into the primary

must not be altered by the effect of the

aries back into the primaries.

the proper time-phase angle of

rrents in the two vertical antennas of

s obtained.

oduced by varying either the time-

owing in the four vortical antennas. In

course alignment shown may be obtained:

in which two pairs of 180-degrec

les is shown at o.

longer at right angles or 90 degrees

nged

e

e

ne

is

oducing

made if

fa

nto

y

nce

nt

between

indica-

between

arture

the

er-

ng

when the craft moves into

than the other. That is to

se signal N, then that

e craft is in the A-signal

. Thus, when both signals

ion that the correct course

n one direction or the

ding will be reached in

e or long-dash signal T.

predominates is generally

ly. In order to establish a

dications with respect to the

gned to the quadrant

nsmitting station passes.

of a zone in which an

of an equisignal zone) then

uadrant. These conditions

con transmitter is

ones of 65- and 86%j-cycle

other words, the radio-

ressed in f>5 and 8fl?;j cycles

ural-beacon system.

cator composed of

t. In the former, two

in a small metal case with

a glass panel. A name

which each reed is resonant.

terial situated close to an

d through the receiver, the

en rectified by the vacuum-

ogy

marker is to provide

erate on the same

ocated. The transmitter

ower, and thus of very

use radio-beacon receivers

the development of the

ection, the itinerant pilot

s the single-loop-antenna

arious double-loop-antenna

nsatisfactory results, may

ndication.

ver of the aircraft.

mbiguity.

ulated radio waves from any source

eacons).

symmetrical to the

ddition to exhibiting

modified cardioid charac-

otted lines showing the

esent, the total effect being

e loop and antenna-effect

tic is secured by unbalanc-

h we shall call end .4, the

herefore, that, if now

eristic opposite to that

b where again the dotted

uency

oped

econd-

he

rom

the

winding of the audio-frequency output

resistance Rt, returning to the cathode

by the heavy arrows. When the

the positive potential which operates

direction of the dotted arrows. During

hrough the resistance Ri, first in one

hanges. This also results in a current

n and then in the other, since it is

However, since the audio-frequency

ontinually reversing, the current through

ant reading will be zero.

ction finder for aircraft.

developed across the tuned circuit

d cathode terminals G and K of the

ts in radio-frequency variations in its

of the radio receiver. These radio-

d through the regular receiver in the

ead of feeding the output signal into an

phone receiver, the signals are fed back

he medium of an output transformer TV

developed across the secondary winding

this winding, let us see what the effect

signal voltages are combined.

es a positive potential from the

e conductivity is quite high, which

dary

o-

nded

by

ristic

er

s

and

the

that

a.fs.

d and

e

m.fs.

cur-

tional

meter,

t or left

just-

utside the fuselage

as close thereto as possible.

, but this is usually very

r was found on test to be of

ontrol in the standard

lized a fixed loop.

oming" device. More

otated, thus permitting the

t course line.

ion-finders design for maritime

nder, a. General

ntrol and indicating unit, a

ousing in which is mounted a

nged to furnish the pilot

grees. These bearings are

al plane over a 3G0-degree

aft to the loop assembly,

receiver output. The action

o a null on the station to

ntinuously and auto-

biguity, irrespective of

ailable, are incorporated

and automatic non-

us headphone reception in

oeycle bands. Its visual

al dial, and navigation scales

e bearings may be read

ecessity for mental calcula-

d almost as quickly as the

e automatic direction

here the use of an unshielded

recipitation static con-

ted and a second shielded

n the control unit. Auto-

that a line of bearing is

iguous bearing furnished

cond loop, used to replace

ined housing on the same

by an angle of 90 degrees.

eadphone signal is provided

e position of maximum

unit. (Courtesy of Sperry Gyroscope Co.}

errH GuroscojK Co., Inc.)

e Fig. 9-29) to mount

ted and observed conven-

in Fig. 9-30, and the dual

dy determination of

he necessity for calcula-

used

f

he

gnals

he

he

on this

al

tuning

ism.

entation, the LOOP MOTOR switch

rientation of the loop. This reversing

when the selector switch is in the REC

automatic radio direction finding.

e tuning.

ion of quadrantal errors is built

y be cut to shape easily to correct

dimmer control knob on the under-

but readily accessible. Lamps may be

over.

er supply are especially

tails of design and construc-

trouble-free operation and

coil assemblies are in

-switch sections. Special

ivity, and image attenuation.

aken on range stations sepa-

adequate for intelligibility.

t which fits in a full-

assemblies are available

motor-driven function

and controlled by switch

ning shaft to the condenser

ceiver enter through

r is not rack mounted, a

which the receiver may be

enna system consists of

ch is rotatably mounted a

base of the loop-support

o provide a maximum loop

pecial attention has been

minimum of maintenance in

motor containing no slip

aintenance trouble is elimi-

e, giving good gain com-

h.

(outer) and the sense

tion-finder indications.

istatic automatic operation

al and audio headphone

a.

can be detached from

from the outside. If a

Gyro-

continuous, automatic,

n solving the orientation

ive and magnetic bearings

and quadrant identification

he cone of silence

80 degrees and pointing in

the airplane to cross the

dual loop arrangement

ecipitation static conditions

he sense antenna. In these

enience of automatic opera-

cept that now line bearings

to manual loop rotation.

and dependable

be or relay devices of the

unt system, which permits

nting or error.

ne. As shown in Fig.

t in addition to the antenna

sembly with built-in

ol reduces to a minimum

hed completely assembled

"Dead."— These

acoustics. If it is said that

or no reflection of a sound

may refer to only a particu-

only partly dead. An

ocation in interstellar space

uld never return to it in the

al of reflection takes place,

times before it finally dies

g highly reflecting tile

of a given room. Thus

m and a very dead room,

cs of the room, that is, upon

reverberation and is defined as fol-

und intensity (energy) at a given point

ch would be just audible; if this source be

aken for the sound energy at that point

is sufficiently accurate for most

e surfaces.

feet.

a room live or dead.

o, that is, one having walls capable

everberation time) will pick up the

from its source. Contrary to what

y displeasing. We are accustomed to a

mount is not present, the sound affects

or the same reason it is very irksome

deal time lag (reverbera-

e original and reflected

ved the resultant sound

or too live.

d reflected sound

ency of the reflecting sur-

operties in varying degrees,

n a treatise on acoustics

efficient of a material than

r audio frequency by

of a panel which is free to

quencies impinging on

rth, their energy being

t to be reflected. Such

hat will have any desired

desired and is within reason.

in mind that any reflec-

anding waves shall not be

-absorbing surfaces

the floor of the room, a

travel to the ceiling and

ain to the ceiling with

to the floor, and so on. As

energy is absorbed and the

Hence, a semisteady

decay of sound as the wave

n between the floor and the

seen that the sound intensity

lue to a very large value at

This is due to the fact

een the floor and ceiling at

ints neutralize each other.

condition. Either a

floor or ceiling so that

s back and forth, or the

d will not return to the floor

to set the walls and ceil-

ad the sound-absorbing

f the studio rather than

es will prevent such

standing wave paths,

tudio design. These studios

do use a great number of

ed over a great many paths,

with little absorption

se of a long reverberation

e advantage is that

ine reproduction of even the;

dios are so "live," the

microphone will pick up

he studio.

usting studio acoustics by

reflecting material in the

he studio.

ustics of a studio are

ionship between the per-

e true in a completely

earth's atmosphere where"

sound returning to the

n such a place as a tile

nd hitting the microphone

ound, owing to the forma-

ve, it may be seen that

ed sounds at the micro-

omparable in intensity. If

g short. This may some-

distance between the

ctice, if the conditions

e are too live and the time

he reproduction sound

ditions, the time lag is

e secured.

usually the easiest to correct. In

existing must be met, such as in certain

ry reproduction can usually be secured

e microphone should be placed as far

. As sound radiates from a given point,

stance from the source. Thus, by

ource and the reflector, we achieve a

eturned to the microphone. Another

production is the possibility of adjust-

e and sound source. The volume relation

nce the resultant characteristic of the

enced by experimentation with this

he proportion of original sound, and

acement affords the only solution

ent differs with the material under

requency of the sound wave. Thus,

bing material to its walls, so that

hich consists mainly of high audio

ate for the proper reproduction of a duet

may find that the studio which was ideal

piccolos, as the added absorption of 49

he reflected sound waves may deaden

ing up of the artists

specialized field which is

oduct-ion men. The basic

he

o-

ying

used

o the

is

mes.

ng

ible.

ach other, about all that

d "tinny" sounds that are

udio that all microphone

g can be achieved when

ound, by setting up a

of the orchestra to be broad-

broadcast. If all these

e a multi-pickup effect which

with the aid of an

ophone at a time is thrown

casting the orchestra

t, a new realism is added to

y acquired a directional

because of the skill of

ghly worth while.

nt types of microphones

trical properties at a later

namely, tone sensation

represented by a simple

aracter. A tuning fork

nary music is very com-

aneous sounding of many

ves. For example, the

onsist of as many as six

ng the string.

human hearing is shown

s well worth careful study.

ollowing information

thms may, with some little

utations which appear in

mber is that power to which the number

number. Hence it is necessary to

10!), to get 100; therefore, the log of

be 10 (103) to get 1,000. From this it

00 and 1,000 must be 2 plus a decimal.

2 is called the characteristic and the

han the number of digits to the left

n 1, the characteristic is negative and

n the decimal point and the first significant

s can be avoided by a method to be

udent for the present. The following

in

is

r broadcasting (50 to 5,000)-

ality radio set (50 to 5,500 )

e disc record 33'/»r.p.m. lateral cut ( &0 to t,000 ) -

is for this purpose that a hook of

ble is a table of mantissas, as the

the mantissa of a number is found

directions accompanying the hook of

membered in dealing with logarithms:

given below so that the student may

e taken up later.

mber from which the logarithm was

, or by a table of antilogs. The

ristic places the decimal point. For

garithm 3.176. By looking up the

site the number 15 in the above table.

mber, but we must place the decimal

we know that the number must have

Hence it is 1500. The proof is that the

ance. A log table is included in

onds logarithmically

to compare sound levels

cally. Such a unit is the

ational transmission unit

ander Graham Bell, the

or decibel is db.

of powers, voltages, or

is very useful in expressing

enuation networks, and in

of equipment with a standard.

ecome aware of a change

when the level is varied 1 db,

ot notice a change in a

or

in

ired

nly

r.

eaker

0

Anyone

most likely consider an almost threefold

change of tubes. This however is not

rect comparison with the previous

at enough to warrant the expense involved.

ng example is not satisfactory,

ffect a noticeable increase in sound level?

ght be tried. Let A' represent the new

600 mw. supplied by the 45 tube.

5 = 31.6

tate the use of a powerful push-pull

omputations in multiplication and

ying system is figured directly in

system consisting of a dynamic

nce level 0.006 watt) which is working

preamplifier is connected to a mixer

ed by a main amplifier with a 67-db

to a loud-speaker.

dding the individual gains and

icrophone, the gains are

—12 db. The net gain is 98 db.

s brought up to a level of +8 db

the use of such units we know at once

easure of power ratio, and, therefore,

bels, it is necessary to write the current

he powers involved. The derivation of

this example.

put, and Ki and ft- the input and

t

be so.

ten,

med.

ken

othing

rating

n

s. Note

ad

elative

h is listed as having an output of

arly, placing this in a list of familiar

ar.

ults in an output which is 40 per cent

single tube. Expressed mathematically

he output power in watts for a single tube.

g two tubes in push pull will, of course,

ing the 71 type as an example, it is

r a single tube. If placing the tubes in

would result which equals 24.2 db.

aises the output to 2,212 mw. which

has been secured by placing the tubes

m volume, it is necessary to deliver

peaker. This equals a level of 22.2 db

to this level the output of a micro-

arent that a gain of 122.2 db is neces-

o handle a power level of at least 22.2 db.

6, it is seen that a type 45 tube would

d to the effect of sound on the ear,

g of a transmission circuit or any of its

o calculate the fidelity of reproduction

ss the primary winding produces in the

hich follow:

cult

k the

n the

at

ve value

ver.

btain

edure

? Ls

e-

ould be

st

half

d

ube 2 would be

ill be the ratio of the output voltage

converted into decibels by referring

11.22 where the letter A is used to denote

input transformer in Fig. 5-8(a)

. The tube is a 27 tube with an amplifi-

f 9,000 ohms. Now, since the load

ast matched to the tube impedance, we

by the ratio

that a voltage amplification of

db.

em may thus be readily computed

stage as shown.

ng the decibel to give

r of a transmission system.

but this particular use of the

ation networks are studied,

the decibel and its uses

g broadcast or public-address

after studying this sec-

power values, and vice

at the input impedance to

is 50 ohms, and that the

ms being worked in terms of

e found throughout the

t chapter.

— The microphone,

ice which changes acoustical

e at audio frequencies, into

rical circuit. If the changes
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or an external circuit on which monitor-

ed as to require very little main-

es and electrolytic condensers will

of vacuum tubes be kept as follows:

.

nt tubes may be tried in vacuum-

sible noise level. It is also recom-

hand.

r supply also have a limited life.

se in the hum level of the amplifiers.

it is suggested that the entire set of

cleaned by wiping with a clean rag

es and chips in the finish may be

the injured areas. The photo-etched

on tetrachloride.

e following accessories are recom-

t equipment.

tands and cords, number as required.

put pad if an operating level other

Electric. No. 47A plug or equivalent.

aratus is similar to

d in such a way as to achieve

mixer, and volume indi-

es are usually used with a

ype light storage batteries

per-

e in

anent

d for

d.

with

Con-

tml

nals

eptacle

s,

nil

to

e level

mpwl

of which is made by means of a screw-

ram, Fig. 11-15.

ntioned above, namely, 30 and 150 or

he system approximates 92 db. Normal

obtained readily by using the master

cond stages which provides an attenuation

xing circuit which is ahead of the ampli-

as much as 45 db.

+ 1 db, from 30 to 10,000 cycles.

ng conditions is less than 1 per cent, at

ut block diagram.

vel of the equipment is 48 db

woidd hear it) below normal program level

hannel mixing circuit ahead of the

namic microphones or other equivalent

mately 250 ohms can be used also,

il such as the Western Electric 172A

hone and the mixer. The 172A repeating

nd was particularly designed for this

al plate which then is covered by means

he first 12 of which have IJ-^-db-

ally increasing in the last eight steps to

plified through a single stage, termi-

owed by two additional stages of

steps of attenuation and an OFF

enuation have 2 db attenuation each,

steps to cutoff.

vided: one to match 150 ohms and

standard for use with equalized 600-ohm

r use with short, unequalized cable

e mismatch provides a beneficial equaliz-

frequency transmission characteristics

m line may be connected to each

By throwing either of these keys down-

ssociated with that key and the output

ed to that line or receipt of cue from

y throwing the key upward, connection

paralleled pair of binding posts located

, the program and order wire lines can

sing the key positions. When in the

program lines and enable a station

cks which accommodate the 47 type

th a 47B plug is recommended. The

erminals which fit under the binding

en specifically ordered.

one set, such as the Western Electric

f a 47 type or similar two-conductor plug

ne can be used for communication

unication cannot take place over a

allows rapid interchange between the

nd the amplifier output for program

on where only one line is available to

lable, one can he used for program

and the other for simultaneous com-

munication line can be substituted

eys into reverse positions and making

room. This rapid interchange feature

ovides a necessary safety factor, especially

broadcast.

possible to carry on communication

amplifier for outgoing speech and the

s, such as the Western Klectrie.

ed to monitor the output of the amplifier.

man, announcer, or guest may listen in

onitoring or feed for the local public-

without disturbing the regular program

ric 94 type, or similar bridging amplifier,

cross the output of the amplifier

the

the

circuits

, the

the

.

markings

gs

ed

ed.

face

ide

14

ne

0

ing

ng-

pplying

m

ube

rol

bls-r-

nd filter unit for alternating-current

nnections (6) for battery operation are

es, the required battery rack fits into

arrying case. If both alternating-

ternating-current unit then is placed in

ds a full complement of the following

tteries are required to provide the

continuous operation 6 hr. a day, these

ide storage battery 3-AC-7 per DI3-

ge. This is a 6-volt, non-spillable,

ry is sufficient to operate the amplifier

can be used in place of the storage

es (instead of a storage battery)

y. These batteries mount in the storage-

unt importance, low-filament type

wing items are necessary for the

accessories may be used with this

ervisory communication from the

studio or transmitter, the remote opera-

e telephone set extremely useful.

Electric 1002F headsets are recom-

st quality headset monitoring is

t (equipped with a D90944 cord and

aker monitoring is desired, a Western

d be employed together with a loud-

he 94 type amplifier has a high-

bridged either directly across the

dset monitoring jacks of the 22 type

s the 630 type referred to under the

this purpose. The 94 type amplifiers are

with minor conversions 20 watts) which

ers of the type mentioned.

rdage

w-level

d across the output of the

trol.

he audio-frequency wave

o enable it to follow the

-frequency wave is first

direct-current meter, these

easure the power level

h is really an alternating-

n placed across a 500-ohm

o a voltage of about 1.73

l when speaking of power

eference level was not

some stations using 0.0125

trary power level and

r.

eference levels was the

movements. An example of

owing paragraph.

The first is equipped with a slow

h responds quickly. We will say that

s checking the level from both studios

at they read 0 db for a steady note

oscillator. A speaker is using studio A,

ed by his voice register 0 dh. As he

high compared with his average level.

d to studio B and the same adjustment

r level; how much lower depends

peaks and the length of time they last.

us, the studio meter MI, having less

of the transient voltage than does the

be sustained for an appreciable time

er to get the same response as before

ry to raise the gain until the live meter

hen have the same level as in the first

tudio B. The peak values of such

ually sustained over appreciably long

meter Mi, so that the program peaks

ough to overcome the inertia of both

inertia between them is nullified. The

am level of +6 db. If the position of the

nditions would also be reversed. It can

have not exactly the same degree of damp-

s a steady tone. For this reason the

hould be standardized for a studio

e of the distributed capacity

ed from the line by a suit-

stance across it is kept

e meter calibration remains

mer work into a pad

d across either termination

, a better isolation will be

the actual line level by the

ing it at the line end of the

urpose. When used to

ys be isolated from the equip-

volume units are

as a change of any number

number of DB's. If 0 db

may be substituted in any

ments.—All untreated

eir remote end a reproduc-

he line, the greater its

tween the conductors

gher program frequencies.

as the frequency increases, the

r the attenuation introduced

equalizers are inserted

the low notes in exactly

hs. In this way the loss

he program reaching the

ated, reproduction of that

teristic curves are

ohmic resistance (about

t 5,000 cycles. Some

t for speech only, resonate

rcuit is a decade resistance

e as shown.

emely high impedance

little energy at the higher

frequency drops below

ed circuit becomes low and

rough it and around the

setting of the decade box

axi-

is

rable

owing to

es,

d by the

c will

nce,

ver a

charac-

func-

nces

ancel

he

to

of attenuation upon a certain fre-

ce values. The amount of attenuation

ance //, the amount of attenuation varying

nt in the line, but it is best practice

oint that the quality of reception will

may require readjustment of the equaliza-

her important considerations. With

ny low-frequency noises picked up by

he longer the line, the more noise there

esistance will be correspondingly low, the

the noise level. If the low frequencies

oises will arrive at the receiving end

ram than they would be with the filter

ce is located at the point of origin,

equencies which impedance is directly

autions are then necessary to isolate

r output to insure that the frequency

a line, an audio-fre-

g in frequency from that

transmitted, is impressed

til the volume indicator

thin the prescribed toler-

ncy oscillator. In order

harmonic content of the

he oscillator output is

an isolating pad. It is

e input of the volume indi-

or this reason the instrument

the pad. Runs made

dicator termination may be a

gh end, depending upon the

ing equalized, is passed

t of which is passed through

y be measured directly

directly in decibels. More

he equipment to be used

an amplifier having

fed to a properly terminated

stance at three or four

t 100, 1,000, 3,000, and

tele-

a

To

minating

f the

en

iate

ne

ine.

ering.

epending

zation

rogram

mpany

mote

ne

s|

one j

tio of unbalance if it is

lements, the more pro-

ce, the input and output

eir terminations. A simple

y light which when striking

ed. A mirror absorbs

y dark object absorbs all

uit, that portion of the

works.

dance will be reflected back

rtially reflecting surface. At

nd the energy will travel back

ation until it gradually

ation matches that of the

nd none reflected. This is

is so important, particularly

er values of the various

and T Pad Computations

only

a power of 500 watts is

e a current of 1 amp., as

C = PR. One ampere then

in diagram (rf). This

hs in proportion to their

to their resistances. Thus,

00 ohms, then

^ = 0.310 amp.

circxiit is constant, 0.310 amp.

then be

follows:

ad has the required

nd }' = 2Z(YK) (XK

OUTPUT IMPKDANCKS ARK

al impedances follow1

}:

ven by P. K. McElroy, Designing
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ms instead of 500, a variation

ssibility of a short circuit

he transformer would be

r cent. Thus, using a

he transformer does not

mer were used without the

ue.

45 and Y = 10. This

ms when properly terminated.

00 ohms, or a maximum

herefore, offers practically

affecting the equipment with

B'rs/crfi

th various sources of

ave the studio located

d outside of the built-up

cted by large buildings and

pattern and overall cover-

connected by means of

telephone lines designed to

cteristic from approximately

lines are usually provided

o private intercommunicate

ersonnel of the studio and

whenever necessary. The

ching and attenuating

ent of broadcast-studio arid transmitter

ogram line and also controls

mplifier brings the low

e value necessary to feed

modulated. The output

o-frequency transmission line

to the antenna-coupling

condenser coupling the

em with a proper matching

ning a proper balance of the

nstitute the radiating

n any one of the several

urse, be varied to meet

and radio transmitter

the expense of high-quality

d, the radio transmitter

na-ground system, thus

line and coupling unit with

n 750 or 500 watts although

wever, a broadcast station

,000 watts does not gener-

power exceeding twice the

ion (which is the same

ecified tolerances) must be

od except under the following

ethod may be used:

d antenna has been damaged or

e control of the licensee or pending com-

system.

ystem, or in antenna-current meas-

may alter the characteristics of the

ately make a new determination of the

on for authority to determine power by

of the new measurements.

he direct-measurement

rrent times the antenna

measured at the operating

ments must be made accord-

nd the antenna current must

uracy.

direct-measurement

t radio stage is equal to the

urrent in this stage, and a

modulation used and the

ter as shown in Table XII.4

evel modulation

0 watts or over, 0.80.

n at a rated carrier power of

as determined by the indirect

plate potential is 3,000 volts

ncy stage 0.555 amp., then:

X 0.70 = 1,166 watts

ave to be reduced by

olts so that the output would

plate power efficiency

check on the operating power

ent method cannot be used.

ate voltage, plate current,
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power. See section*

ation.

ulation it has been

esult in obtaining a certain

iation from that efficiency

mpedances with the result

e greater or smaller degree.

veral times, and the

modulation used, it must be

ulations of operating power,

be made only with the

n is less than the maxi-

asurement method is used

ve stated values of the

h the output impedance and

djusted in order to maintain

XF

an operating power

er cent below the rated carrier

greater percentage of

r was designed. A station

the assigned power output

al licensing authority.

e broadcast station, for

ogram, speech, music, or

iver, that is, the fundamental

d, and modulated with a

g system. Although a

mechanically in hundreds of

nciples of generation,

y adhered to (see Chap. 4).

sible arrangement of a

estion of assigned fre-

ound necessary to demand the

frequency in order to reduce

s. Early transmitters

ee Fig. 4-1 (n)], consisting

ack of energy from the

d or continuous oscillations

operation by hinged doors,

ower-supply ter-

ater circuit. The primary

nnected according to the

put-supply voltage.

imary of transformer 7\A

dition, combination

rovide individual over-

ch of the two oscillators.

closed after the oscillators

allowed to reach their normal

efore final transmitter-tuning

nsmitter also serve as

ch as DiA, in the schematic

on of the transmitter is

ovides the necessary over-

ration of this switch

izes a pair of contacts on

t the input voltage to

he power-supply voltmeter

control designated load

he bias-supply rectifier

de of the plate-rectifier-

tch should be left in the

netic contactor »S\.4 which

zes the contacts of plate switch

oltage rectifier transformer

erload protection to the

ing R^A, provides overload

ubes ViA and V0A. The

first applied through

e readies a predetermined

tors. Surge-free starting

sformer to adjust for the

he carrier fre-

r one of two 702A oscillators

s in the front section of the

ator units are made by

mitter 443A with front door and border panel

the units are properly

the vacuum tube V\,

control circuit consisting

Di. Each of the 702A

ng frequency and will main-

minal 3 of each oscilla-

s connecting either oscillator

RuA from a slider on

slider on R^A through

provide the neutralizing

e output of F24 is

er tube V3A (Western

Resistances RuA and

tive bias which is obtained

nd Rl9A between cathode

ted by the potential drop

er switch in the G. V3 X 20

he potential drop across

ch in the P. V3 X 200 posi-

ansformer L3A. The

ndenser CuA, the control of

this transformer is varied

A tap on the primary of

r CnA and terminal 11 for a

—Throughout this text,

stage tubes, the singular

er one or two tubes are used

ifies two Western Electric

A-1 and one Western

r 442A-1.

3A directly to the grid

ing condenser C2»A to the

conjunction with L^A,

A provide the required

nship between ViA and VhA.

s of tuning the rotor output

s loaded by resistance

^A and C74/I,

f the grid voltages

illoscope at jacks J\A

h the windings of audio-

nA, L^A and the rotor of,

achieved by impressing

es through the same radio-

iciency amplifier circuit, which is

e rotor of L3/t and coil

ern Electric 351A tube),

7*8/1, furnishes a means of

ortion of the power-amplifier

NG.—Resonance is

r minimum direct-current

circuit is being adjusted.

care should be taken that

the fundamental frequency.

the coil setting specified, the

condenser is maximum is the

e point of higher dial

h D*A (located above

switch consists of two

he plugs are inserted into

osed.

te rectifier switch is opened, the

nsers should be observed on the amplifier-

. The front door of the unit should be

ack section. Opening of the front door

uit by means of switch DnA. These

n of operating personnel in addition to

e transmitter.

h in the P. VI X 20 posi-

s of the bias and plate

bout 90 adjust the plate

s a minimum or until the

st-meter switch is turned to

NING.—Place the test-

adjust the plate V2 tuning

um or until the test meter

witch is turned to the G. V3

e should be tuned immedi-

ompleted or the R.F. output

xcess dissipation in the plate

NG.—Before tuning this

is associated with condenser

The adjustment of this

y

ssentially

d

s near to zero as the turn

arily facilitated if the

stacked condensers are

than horizontal deflection.

be kept within 1}^ and

djust the grid F5 control

when the test-meter switch

n 443A transmitter.

aximum deflection is not

g of the grid circuits, it

e output-coupling V3 control.

wever, be made with just

tion on the test meter.

by the position of the

ry to check the phase

nged.

ircuit Tuning

d of tuning the fourth

means of a radio-frequency

esistance, and reactance

er conditions of opera-

. 12-7. The approximate

Fig. 12-8. The procedure

egoing except that L«aA

with a negative reactance of

he same as before.

ransmitter.

nces (Bridge

tap on coil LibA to give

output of V*A and V<,A

he desired load impedance

antaneous outputs without

should be approximately

djusted to give a value

necessary to readjust

described adjustment of

cure zero reactance, and

plate of V\A to ground,

J6.4 that may be required

e. The plate V% control

ce is purely resistive. Link

denser Cv>A which is asso-

late Vt control is at

dicates that the capacity

d. If this reduction in

e turns on L<>A should be

btained by adjusting the

late V\ control should

a A will permit. Adjustment

stance.

CY AMPLIFIER OUTPUT

ng procedure is based

transmission line or antenna.

ting the transmitter into a

and reactance not greater

positive reactance, the

amount and the induc-

/f, where L is the induc-

ue of reactance of

e proper turns, fo\

cvx\\, mto

turns for LwA may be

position LtaA, depending on antenna

ows the inductance-turns relation for

d by referring to the tag marking on the

on line) has a reactance

be further adjusted. In

2-10 for L«oA is actually the

and the correct reactance

positive) or adding (if

ed reactance indicated for

er of turns may then be

escribed above.

itive reactance exceeding 100 ohms,

ctance must be subtracted from the

referred to above.

load reactance, depend-

^'i.—Temporarily ground

lacing a connector across

it. Disconnect the grid

by removing the plugs

ectly behind the tubes.

onnector from the stator

al 1 of plate-retard coil

m this terminal to terminal

s reduced to 1,750 volts

e lead that is removed

grounds since it is at 3,500

n operation.

With switch D±A closed

grid and plate power.

adjusting the R.F. output

g Vt control until the

p. for the 443A-1 radio-

442A-1 radio-transmitting

be adjusted for a mini-

effective range of the

circuit can be changed by

EQUENCY AMPLIFIER.—

by using a cathode-ray

ing the neutralizing control

tube. The plate of the

d with a temporary con-

ould be clipped to the

quency by-pass to ground,

connected between the

lates and ground. This

between the axes of the

e plate of V^ by means

on the plate of F5A. Plug

de-ray oscilloscope in the

d plate power and adjust

cation on the cathode-ray

ear, it is an indication

he R.F. output control

s disappear in the cathode-

ment of the neutralizing

al to the above except

is connected to the plate

usted for a minimum

the initial deflection on

y ground the junction of

temporary grounds and

EQUENCY STAGE.—Set

he R.F. output control

at zero, apply power by

ncrease the excitation of

V3 control clockwise until

alue given in Table 5

book) for the normal

id circuit relation, making

ary. Next observe the

wo tubes, using the plate V*

ontrol for a 90-degree phase

s the relative phases of the

hen be adjusted for

loscope w

V4 and grvd V

the required input level

s replaced, the audio input

pproximately +6 db

vels is then the value of

e feedback (20 to 22 db),

is +8 db (+16 VU)

wave form on a cathode-

ation. If a spurious

ust the values of one or

C^A, C^A, R<uA, and R^iA.

or variable elements and

d that the values connected

ce. The procedure of

modulation should be

ests indicate no spurious

2 or 3 db by reducing the

quency circuits of the

uld be removed by changing

A.

o-frequency rectifier

ource of audio monitoring

former terminating

output is 500 to 600 ohms

uency 100 per cent modula-

AL ADJUSTMENTS OF

stage adjusted to the

d carrier output, it is

modulation applied.

ier shift, the antenna

ent sinusoidal modulation

g negative feedback, a

xtent ordinarily indicates

stortion removed by

is a slight decrease in trans-

rent rises only 19 per cent,

less wave is 0.25 db.

ds on local conditions,

as on the adjustment of the

r cent modulation with no

ot change more than 2 per

ed condition.

e final stage output circuit,

at circuit.

stat TDiA and

excess temperature within

lure of the motor blower

s adjustable over a range

umbered from 1 to 5.

.

ment required for

nal and is only necessary

ratings are different. This

etic contactor SiotA, relay

Magnetic contactor

elay <Sioi-4 switches the

o control the operation of

leted with the power

ch in the low position,

tage to VtA and Vt,A under

d carrier output is obtained

ximate bias voltages for

hese adjustments are

tput will be obtained for both

g of the R.F. output control.

or S\A to drop out,

e magnetic contactor 1S102/I

operated to reapply the

tion.

now be adjusted to obtain

ions. With the power switch

sired feedback is obtained or

gle-frequency modulation

mpleted, place the power

til the same audio input

be filaments of

than 30 sec. before applying

is manual, but a time-

s an optional feature. In

cling feature provides a

wer proportional to the

n of power is instantaneous

When the time-delay

he toggle type.

tical operation of

n entire transmitter, we

erate on the Western Electric

e complete installation is

.

nects

ltage to

sary

ge

r-

hen

ay .1

ila-

tively.

t

ay relay,

As

1 on

up the

mary

e

o the

so

ghtly

trip

etes

ay

ed,

en

oad

d which

tube*.

ve

gized

on

the

mer

-

sn^

of

e primary winding of the filament

before. At the same time, however,

since it is connected across the primary

and TT. This results in the expansion

tacts 6 and 7; and this allows current to

s relay 7. When this relay is energized,

ng of relay 6 is broken, thus allowing the

connections 5 and 6 on relay 6. At the

which allows a current to flow through

closes the contacts 9 and 10. The

g current to flow through the primary,

a voltage between the two plates of the

s results in a current flow through the

cross it. This drop is used to supply

power-amplifier tubes V- and V,. This

closed by having all door switches locked.

rent will pass through Tw.

ed across the resistance R\, a current

se it is connected directly across the

e relay winding H'» by magnetizing

15. In series with these contacts is

comes energized and draws over three

g-current supply to the high-voltage

nating-current high voltage to the

apor rectifier tubes, where it is then

al of 3,000 volts for the plate supply.

proper plate, bias, and filament

ay now be properly checked by the

voltmeters M$ and 3/«. All plate

e checked by the various plate milliam-

eters BFA, in the respective circuits.

e milliammeter is used to obtain

al of the low-power stages in the 100-watt

istance shunts and a rotary-selector

ired circuit. In Fig. 12-11 this switch and

dual meters are inserted in their proper

itably protected by fuses and

diagram. Two overload relays 5 and

mplifier units to enable the operator

the event of a circuit breaker "trip-

ne-voltage surges, or temporary con-

s connected in series with the

nd ground. If an excessive value of

gnetized sufficiently to pull the relay

ns the winding TVs on relay 10 and

breaks contacts 14 and 15 and opens

pply to the power transformers and

amplifier tubes. The winding H"!0 on

n this position until it is desired to

connected in series with winding

o release the arm back to its normal

14, and 15 and again energizing winding

mitter: a. General

t of the Western Electric

s shown in Fig. 12-12.

ge of the older water-

engineering difference that

mitter are air cooled.

h-efficiency amplifier

features are an automatic

. 4U5B-2 transmitter.

power circuit to the recti-

rcuit breakers for overload

dications of circuit conditions

ode-ray oscillograph con-

iated tuning controls. The

rated. A typical appa-

pment is shown in Fig. 12-13.

this transmitter is 550

o any frequency within this

ormally 5,000 watts.

ced to 2,500 or 1,000 watts

r supply is 210 to 250

r

he high speed for use when

he air-cooling system hero

kage, and plumbing which

m is used, which is a consider-

tions where high ambient tempera-

er to freeze, it may be used in locations

ain temperatures above freezing during

ower to the transmitter. Delay

te voltages from being applied until the

ls may be multiplied to the control

r for separately adjusting the filament

e, and high-reactance filament trans-

t starting currents.

automatically recloses the high-voltage

y an overload. After an operation, the

mains closed any preset time between 9 and

atically but once in any interval less

enables the operator to further reclose

ith the equipment for controlling

ansmitter. Constant voltage is main-

d the equipment and relieves the oper-

changes in line voltage.

d in a case filled with non-inflammable

the use of a fireproof vault. Each

nals, and an open-delta connection can

a) of sufficient capacity to permit con-

ent of a spare transformer.

with non-inflammable oil. This

steel angle frame structure together

meter multiplier. Only a slight amount

y emergency disconnection of one of

ry, the power-distribution cabinet

nd effort. The incoming power is

uiring power, through "no-fuse" circuit

c 705B speech-input bay is recom-

ation. The Western Electric 23C

installation at the studio.

n of the station's frequency and

rovided as part of the transmitter.

to any loud-speaker system.

rty amplifier is used,

normally 60 per cent instead

circuit. With this circuit,

makes air cooling possible.

tween the two frequencies

es. Hence, the low-fre-

gh the reactive circuit

ay Si. (7?3 must be short-

to pass sufficient current

brating arm and close

er C*. At the instant the

rm returns and closes

o discharge through the

w-frequency variations

e condenser £4 to discharge

ough the direct-current

ce #4 control the discharge

the proper damping effect

99,975 cycles, or 25

of 500,000 cycles, the meter

cycles. If, therefore, it is
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o. Description.—The
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ment.
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be heterodyned. The output of the

rid of the second detector tube. The

locycles so as to provide a 1,000-cycle

quency. The adjustment for the C-W

rmer can marked A. If it is found
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en leaving the main tuning dial

uitable beat note. Owing to the high

ust be made with care, and it is important

y tuned.

ed by means of a 10,000-ohm unit,

all radio-frequency and intermediate-

1 on the diagram, in the volume-control
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e.
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703-B radio direction finder should
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at the pointer reads zero. Then tighten
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rate calibration curve may be drawn.
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a. General
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Shore Station.—This
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the principle of current
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rs are cut by the flux pro-

m.f. induced in the arma-
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ay be a storage battery
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chronous Motor.—The synchro-
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and is then a synchronous motor. The

ning at an ahsolutely constant speed or

on motor.

n motor.

eat, the motor simply falls out of phase

from the line immediately. Large

a smaller direct-current motor, attached

for the fields after the motor is up to

dentical to Fig. 17-2.
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henever the conductors of the rotor
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o cause rotation. The speed difference

erred to as the slip speed of the machine.

chines; some have wound rotors

to slip rings similar to the rotating-

connected to resistances for controlling

TION

t common types of hand

wn connected to a shunt

motors, those of a size

e function of the starting

arting and thus prevent

build up the required

lly as it does when up to

the starting box consists

dually cut out of the circuit

d the right. Every hand

o-field-release magnet.

the current in this circuit

netism and the handle flies

ith a spring which tends

ay over to the full-speed

net is strong enough to hold

pe made by the General

, indicated on the diagram

mean lines, armature, and

de by the Cutler-
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anp-

r fieM

e positi"
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?

d by

e start

ollowing explanation of its operation.

ntrol starting switch is open, all con-

nd no current flows. As soon as the

gh the solenoids of the relay, 1-LK and
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he two series resistors in this circuit.

ying armature current, while the light

lowing through the armature also

s provided with an additional winding

e polarity of the magnetism induced

arter (G.E.).

so the resultant magnetism is very

mmediately. However, as the motor

s, the current through the armature

his relay, due to the armature current,

xiliary coil predominates and the relay

se two other circuits, both going to

w goes through the main solenoid
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motor
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n the start button is released. The
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le the motor generator is running.
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d, the more the current flowing through
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d one air gap U between plunger /' and

plunger P, as shown in diagram b,

ections of the wires of the coil CC. The

e same in diagrams a and b. If a heavy

will stream through the plunger P, across

through the narrow part of the plunger
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s, therefore, are forced through the air

he coil. The magnetic lines in the air

ut the weight of the plunger and the

gaps DD hold the plunger down.

gram 6, except that less current
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plunger, but- there are still a few in the

f the lines passing through the air gap

l and the weight of the plunger are still

, and, of course, the magnetic lines
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now very little downward pull at the air

ard pull at the air gap U which is

shown in diagram </.
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at the
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used in any number of steps.

so that they will not rust. Lubrica-
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and dirt out of the moving parts. See
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er machines the voltage is
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uring running position.
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e switch is thrown to

heavy fuses are cut

or running. These starters

ces and sometimes with

e of fuses.

tion motors.

or is to provide the

direct-current machine,

supply line. This type of

e brushes are short-

ield, a heavy current is

ong starting torque. When

d from the commutator and

r.

of direct-current motors

he machine. This is done

uit to regulate the field cur-

18. Notice that in the

ected in the shunt-field

nd

her is

acts are connected through slip rings

scries with the field of the motor. When

e arm vibrates so that the contacts touch

slows down because of low line voltage,

contact infrequently. This causes R\

makes it speed up. If the motor speeds

r remain in contact. This increases

otor. The motor will, therefore, run

ge effect of the making and breaking

ependent of small changes in line volt-

at the contacts, the condenser Ci is con-

ements.—As the series

n will be confined to shunt

he induction motor.

tors is to make sure

are ample circuit dia-

otors should be connected.

ious and costly damage to

k up on the starting box to

rmature terminal of the

ected through the field

nd that the L terminal or

e. On a four-post box the

and armature are connected

oper line terminal on the

k to see that the field

en not to pull the handle

o fast, severe sparking

breaker might trip, the

ged by an excessive current
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slowly, the resistance

ey are designed only for

in 15 to 30 sec., but a

amount of sparking at

d to listen to the general

y rising tone until the motor

mmutator when starting

ng pulled over too fast; try

rcuit of a shunt field as,

produce a counter e.m.f.;

rn itself out. K

ev

s which come out to two

ommutator and slip rings,

e is to be put. If the

r alternating current, it

and a pair of slip rings on

direct current of one
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what a machine would

by simply considering the

ch serves to excite both

armature.

of the motor and

ne another out, and the

losses in the machine are,

erator set, raising the

cause the field winding

n, a lighter field coil may be

aller and weigh less than a

e output voltage cannot

excitation. It is, there-

of voltage with a dynamotor

craft and automobile

liminating the need for

a rotary converter or a

nction as the dynamotor

functions of a motor and

ngle armature. The

dynamotor, and also one

dynamotor. The armature

ip rings on the other, and
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ossibility of getting

d generator functions are

means that the input and

dependently.

f secondary importance

advantage of costing less

the radio personnel, this

irman.

y off center which

and down as the commutator

urn the commutator down

e blaming the commutator,

tor shaft has not been sprung

troubles may be caused

hes "off" electrical neutral,

of brushes used.

arc to be produced between the

hening and pitting which is aggravated

he holder with enough pressure so that

perating.

a point where little or no sparking

tral and the proper operating point

electrical.neutral on an interpole

minate sparking and this should be

g at the brushes is caused by some other

al neutral.

, it sometimes happens that a brush

y not be noticed until improper opera-

e remedy is obvious; the brush should

the holder. The holder mechanism

sh during operation allowing for the
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m one service to another where the

of brush will be necessary. If a trial

esult in proper operation of the machine,

vice on the proper brush to use.

g part in a machine there

wear and heat; and wherever

piece of steel is coated with
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y rubbed with a dry cloth.
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n the surfaces of the
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own to a minimum.
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be the cause of trouble.
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ommutator every time the
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n in Fig. 17-30(a). When
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winding. The machine is
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k in the wire which will

owing to the centrifugal

nder these? conditions the

cal contact when the

apparent when the armature

eason being that, if the

the consequent heat will

cuit and preventing damage.
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cussion of the construction

Suffice it to say that fuses
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ced until the cause of the
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t, for obvious reasons. When
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g the change.
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uipment the overload
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te rvot s
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h in many cases the amount

ed above the adjusting screw.
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.
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h a battery is designed

te. Generally speaking, all

e of the 1.210 specific-

able use have a gravity of

ery may be explained by

with the stationary type,

which makes a stronger

rage battery is used at

ered radio-communication

power supply is desired.

le stations where space and

a stationary type impractical.

ge batteries are some-

io equipment where the

hich position they act as a

rovide a source of emergency

y fail. In this way the

nt of a generator failure

ion is noticed. However,

s perhaps more important

ish emergency power, as

nces.

e portable type is generally

rate the main radio motor

rator. An emergency

s battery. Since the

smitters capable of fulfilling

n range, companies manu-

motor generator driven by

of this type is described in

, the emergency radio

volts.

ing to the practical operation of

permission, from instruction booklet*

ny.
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e is available a supply of
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for which this type of plate is

he pasted or fiat type of
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an oxide of lead madr

at type and the box
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te, sponge lead. This
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ve group.
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at all times regardless of the
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e of discharge. If the
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